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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is growing interest in and demand for integrating routinely collected patient reported
outcome measures (PROs or PROMs) into clinical practice, and to place patients at the centre of
care. Commissioned by the Cancer Institute NSW, we conducted a rapid review on three
interlinked questions, with the following results.

Question 1
1.

What are the impacts of composite measures of PROs that are collected on cancer
patients during treatment on:
a) provider behaviour so as to improve care delivered?
b) organisational changes within health care settings to improve processes and
models of care (e.g. targeting and tailoring care)?
c) improving clinical outcomes for patients?
d) improving patient experience of care (e.g. self-care)?

2.

What mechanisms were identified as the link between PROs and the identified
impacts in 1(a)?

3.

What factors moderated the extent of the impacts identified as part of question 1.1?

In order to answer this question, we developed a multi-method search strategy to maximise our
coverage of literature in a short period of time. We built our strategy based on three recent
systematic reviews and identified an unexpected amount of new literature. We included 27
studies in our review (16 randomised controlled trials, 2 before-after controls and 9 observational
studies). In comparison, the most recent review conducted in 2009 included six randomised
controlled trials. We developed an outcome matrix based on the theoretical framework
proposed by leading researchers in order to understand the impact of routine collected PROs on
patient outcomes and the links between PROs and their impacts.
Combining results from both the randomised controlled trials and observational studies, we
summarised the overall strength and direction of evidence (Table A). Overall, there is strong
evidence supporting the notion that routinely collected PROs, with feedback, improve patientprovider communication and increase patient satisfaction. There is some evidence to support the
notion that it improves the monitoring of treatment responses and detection of unrecognised
problems. There is some positive evidence that, over time, it leads to changes in patient
management. Despite some encouraging results, there is still a great degree of uncertainty
regarding the impact of routinely collected PROs, with feedback, on patient health outcomes.
There is little or no evidence that it has led to significant positive improvements in quality
improvement initiatives, transparency, accountability, and public reporting, or in system
performance at a population health or societal level. Apart from clinical trials and clinical
practice, its impact on health services research and population health is largely unknown.
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Table A: The overall strength and direction of evidence

Results

Strength and
direction of evidence

Patient-provider communication

+++

Monitor treatment response

++

Detect unrecognised problems

++

Changes to patient health behaviour

n/a

Changes to patient management

+

Improved patient satisfaction

+++

Improved health outcomes

+/-

Strong & effective quality improvement

n/a

Increased transparency, accountability, public reporting

n/a

Better system performance (monitoring, planning, financing, evaluating, responding)

n/a

Note: ++++: the strongest positive effect; xxxx: the strongest negative effect; n/a: not available;
0: neutral (no significant effect)
Although the evidence is limited, it appears that routinely collected PROs with sufficient intensity
of feedback (multiple times over a sustained period of time), targeting multiple stakeholders
(doctors, nurses, allied health workers, as well as patients) with simple, clear, graphical and
longitudinal meaningful interpretation of the results, and providing sufficient training for both
health professionals and patients, are critical links between an intervention and the intended
outcomes. There is also evidence to suggest that for some complex issues such as depression and
low social functioning, routine screening and feedback may need to be integrated with other
strategies such as decision-making aids, education, clear management plans and clinical
pathways including referrals, to change patient outcomes. There is preliminary evidence that
some of the impacts of PROs may be more pronounced among subgroups with more severe
problems at baseline (e.g. depression, symptoms). More studies are needed to fully
understanding these mediating and moderating effects.

Question 2
What are the psychometric properties of the composite measures of PROs that were linked to
impacts in Question 1?
The Cancer Institute NSW has previously commissioned two reviews which considered the
psychometric properties of PROs on pain and symptoms, distress, depression, and anxiety in
cancer settings. There are also four recent well-conducted systematic reviews on psychometric
properties from the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group in Oxford, which covered
the four most common cancers (i.e. prostate, colorectal, lung and breast cancer). To avoid
overlap, we summarised the key features and findings from the Oxford Group’s review (Table B).
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Table B: Reviews of psychometric properties of PROs of four most common cancers
Results
Total references
reviewed

Breast Cancer

Prostate Cancer

Lung Cancer

Colorectal
Cancer

674 +
supplementary
searches

186

1591

1330

81

76

58

35

Total publications
included
Generic PROs
Evaluated

SF-36; SF-8; SIP

SF-36; SF-12

SF-36

SF-36; SF-12

Preference-based
instrument

EQ-5D

EQ-5D; HUI; QWB

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

General cancerspecific
instrument

CARES-SF; EORTC
QLQ-C30; FACT-G;
FLIC

EORTC QLQ-C30;
FACT-G

EORTC QLQ-C30;
FACT-G

EORTC QLQC30

Condition or site
specific cancer
instrument

EORTC BR23;
FACT-B

QLQ-PR25; FACT-P; FAPSI-8;
PCTO-Q; UCLA-PCI; EPIC,
revised version of UCLA-PCI;
PC-QoL; Prostate Cancer
Related Quality of Life; Patient
Oriented Prostate Utility Scales
(PORPUS)

EORTC QLQLC13; FACT-L;
LCSS; LCSS-MESO

EORTC QLQCR38;
FACT-C

Generic

SF-36

SF-36

SF-36

SF-12

Preference-based

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

General cancerspecific

EORTC QLQ-C30;
FACT-G

EORTC QLQ-C30

EORTC QLQ-C30

EORTC QLQC30

Condition or
cancer cite
specific

FACT-B

QLQ-PR25; PACT-P (including
the 4 domains from the FACTG); UCLA-PCI & EPIC

EORTC-LC13;
FACT-L

FACT-C

Recommended
PROs:

In our report we describe, in some detail, The Patient Reported Outcome Management
Information System (PROMIS), an exciting new development by the National Institute of Health
and National Cancer Institute of the USA that is developing publically available PROs based on
Item Response Theory (IRT) and Computer Assisted Test (CAT). We summarised its unique features
of comparability, reliability (precision) and validity, flexibility, and inclusiveness in the report.

Question 3
Based on the evidence available to answer Questions 1 and 2, provide advice on:
1.

Likely impacts of implementing a PROs system in NSW

2.

A composite PROs tool/s that might be suitable for implementation in NSW

3.

Factors that would need to be taken into consideration when selecting a PROs tool and
implementing it

4.

Future questions and areas to address in a scoping review of existing systems that may
flow from this work.

The Sax Institute
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We described the possible impact of implementing a PRO system on different stakeholders in
NSW. It is likely that there will be many positive impacts of introducing such a system in NSW.
Based on existing evidence, there is further potential yet to be realised and documented in the
literature. We recommend that the Cancer Institute NSW further explores the feasibility of
adopting the PROMIS system, possibly in combination with other validated tools/PROs systems in
NSW. We outline some key issues from the literature regarding the implementation of a PROs
system and outline some future areas for further investigation.
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1 Introduction
Patient reported outcome measures (PROs) include health status assessments, health-related
quality-of-life (HRQL), symptom reporting measures, satisfaction with care, treatment satisfaction
measures, economic impact measures, and instruments for assessing specific dimensions of
patient experience such as depression and anxiety.1 The USA Food and Drug Agency (FDA)
adopts a much broader definition2: “A PRO is any report coming directly from patients about a
health condition and its treatment”, meaning that PROs capture patients’ perspectives about
how illness or new therapies impact on, for example, their general well-being.
One of the chief obstacles to the routine collection of PROs is the difficulty of integrating the
administration and analysis of PRO instruments into clinical practice. To help overcome this
problem, researchers are developing and validating alternatives to traditional paper-based
instruments. Alternative platforms for assessing PROs include office-based touch-screen
computers, telephone-based interactive voice-response (IVR) systems, hand-held computers,
mobile phones, and more recently, the Internet. The near-ubiquity of the Internet and the
growing use of the World Wide Web (‘the web’) for delivering health-related information and
healthcare interventions make Internet- based platforms a promising tool for enabling routine
PRO data collection.
The Cancer Institute NSW, a government agency, has developed the NSW Cancer Plan 2011–
2015, aiming for substantially improving cancer control and care through four strategic directions:

•

Reducing the incidence of cancer in NSW

•

Increasing the survival rate for people diagnosed with cancer

•

Improving the quality of life for cancer patients and their carers

•

Becoming a source of expertise on cancer and provide expert advice to patients, the
public, health care professionals and the Government.

The priorities of the NSW Cancer Plan include improving the survival and quality of life of people
with cancer and reducing variations in cancer outcomes across NSW. One of the ways in which
the Cancer Institute NSW hopes to achieve this is by refining and using patient level outcomes to
generate data feedback to drive performance improvement and improve the quality of patient
experiences.
Some of the rationales put forward for measuring PROs in cancer setting include:

•

Better communication and shared decision making by patients and providers

•

Assessing the health status of patients entering therapy and identifying treatable
problems

•

Determining the degree and sources of the patient’s decreased ability to function

•

Distinguishing among types of problems, including physical, emotional, and social

•

Detecting adverse effects of therapy

•

Monitoring the effects of disease progression and response to therapy

•

Informing decisions about changing treatment plans

•

Predicting the course of disease and the outcomes of care.

The Sax Institute
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As one step to establishing a routinely collected PROs system in NSW, the Cancer Institute NSW
has commissioned a rapid review following two other reviews they commissioned previously.
There were three interlinked questions raised in the Cancer Institute NSW brief. They were:

Question 1
1.

What are the impacts of composite measures of PROs that are collected on cancer
patients during treatment on:
a) provider behaviour so as to improve care delivered?
b) organisational changes within health care settings to improve processes and models
of care (e.g. targeting and tailoring care)?
c) improving clinical outcomes for patients?
d) improving patient experience of care (e.g. self-care)?

2.

What mechanisms were identified as the link between PROs and the identified impacts in
1.1?

3.

What factors moderated the extent of the impacts identified as part of 1.1?

Question 2
What are the psychometric properties of the composite measures of PROs that were linked to
impacts in Question 1?

Question 3
Based on the evidence available to answer Questions 1 and 2, provide advice on:
1. Likely impacts of implementing a PROs system in NSW
2.

A composite PROs tool/s that might be suitable for implementation in NSW

3.

Factors that would need to be taken into consideration when selecting a PROs tool and
implementing it

4.

Future questions and areas to address in a scoping review of existing systems that may
flow from this work.

In order to answer the three questions raised by the Cancer Institute NSW, we conducted our
review in three stages:

Stage 1
We reviewed the literature for Question 1 to summarise the evidence of impact of routine PROs
on patients, care providers and decision-makers.

Stage 2
Based on the results of Stage 1, we further reviewed the psychometric properties of the PROs
instrument and tools used in cancer setting.

Stage 3
We identified the principles and strategies recommended in the literature in choosing PROs in
routine practice and considered their particular relevance to the current study.

10
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2 Stage One (Question One)
Existing systematic reviews and the rationale for the
current review
In order to develop an efficient search and review strategy, we first systematically examined
existing reviews on the same or similar topics. We identified three reviews as the baseline reviews
for this report.

Table 1: A comparison of three baseline reviews
First
author,
year
Luckett et
3
al. 2009

Aim and review
scope
To identify future
strategies for:
1. Interventions
to impact
patient
outcomes
2. Trials to
identify
treatment
effects.

Time span and
the search
strategy

Search terms

MEDLINE and
PsycINFO were
systematically
searched to identify
reports of relevant
randomised
controlled trials.
The time span was
between 2006 and 1
August 2008. Four
cancer trials were
cited in a previous
review (Valderas et
4
al. 2008) .

1. Examined the citations
of the four trials

Articles
included
in the
review

Major conclusions

6 RCTs

Future interventions
should motivate and
equip health
professionals to use
PROs data in managing
patients, training
patients in selfefficacy, using more
specific PROs in clinics,
improving the
interpretability of
feedback for both
medical staff and
patients, and
monitoring the use of
PROs to intervene
when problems arise.
Future trials should use
a cluster randomised
design to control for
contamination and
enable systems-based
interventions.

2. Adopted the strategy
4
used by Valderas et al.
5
and Espallargues et al.
which involved
searching for the terms
‘health status’,
‘functional status’ or
‘quality of life’ and
‘clinical practice’,
‘clinical setting’,
‘practice setting’,
‘medical practice’ or
‘medical consultation’
anywhere in the title,
abstract or keywords.
Results were limited by
publication date
(2006–2008) and the
MeSH or keyword
neoplasm.

Valderas
et al.
4
2008

To summarise the
best evidence
regarding the
impact of
providing PROs
information to
health care
professionals in
daily clinical
practice.

Systematic review
of randomised
clinical trials
(Medline, Cochrane
Library); reference
lists of previous
systematic reviews;
and requests to
authors and experts
in the field. Time
span: Articles
published between
1978 and 2007.

No exact search terms
provided but indicated
available from the author
upon request.

34 articles
corresponding to
28 original
studies;
only 2 (not
4) as
mentioned
in the
above
review, are
in an oncologic
setting.

Methodological
concerns limit the
strength of inference
regarding the impact
of providing PROs
information to
clinicians. Results
suggest great
heterogeneity of
impact; contexts and
interventions that will
yield important
benefits remain to be
clearly defined.

Marshall
et al.

To synthesize the
evidence for using

Webspirs Medline
was searched for

Terms used in relation to
patient-reported

40 articles
included in

The pattern of results
suggests a general lack

The Sax Institute
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First
author,
year
2006

6

Aim and review
scope
publically
reported
performance data
to improve
quality. Only
articles that
provided
empirical
evidence on the
impact of public
reporting on
outcomes
(effectiveness,
patient safety,
and patientcenteredness)
and unintended
consequences, as
well as selection
and quality
improvement
activity were
included.

Time span and
the search
strategy
the years from
January 1976 to
November 2004.
Reference lists of
included studies and
appropriate reviews
(Greenhalgh and
7
Meadows 1999 ;
Espallargues et al.
5
2000 ; Gilbody et al.
8
2003 ) were also
searched for
relevant articles.
Finally, PubMed’s
‘related articles’
feature was used
with several
background and
included articles
9
(Drury et al . 2000 ;
Velikova et al.
10
2004 ) to identify
publications with a
high proportion of
similar text in the
title and abstract.

Search terms

outcome measures (for
example, ‘self report*
near2 measure*’) joined
with an ‘and’ command
to terms related to
routine practice
outcomes (for example,
‘improve* near detect*’)
or patient involvement in
the health care process
(such as ‘patient* near
provider* near
interaction*’).

Articles
included
in the
review
the review
including 5
publications
from an
oncologic
setting.

Major conclusions

of clarity in the field,
especially regarding
appropriate goals for
PROs and the
mechanisms by which
they might achieve
them. To fully evaluate
their role in routine
practice, studies need
to use PROs that
capture issues of
importance to patients
and to measure
impacts relating to the
patient–provider
relationship and
patient contributions
to their well-being.
Until studies evaluate
PROs as a means to
facilitate patientcentred care, their full
potential in clinical
practice will remain
unknown.

Analysing the results of the above three systematic reviews demonstrates the importance of
search strategies in determining what literature will be included in the study, which in turn, may
influence what conclusions will be derived. Valderas et al.’s (2008)4 review did not include three
out of the five clinical trials on cancer patients included in Marshall et al.’s (2006)6 review. Luckett
et al.’s (2009)3 review did not include one article (i.e. Taenzer et al. (2000)11, a before-after
controlled trial) from Marshall et al.’s review.6 Given the fact that the Stage 2 tasks depend on
the results of Stage 1, we developed a comprehensive search strategy in order to capture most,
if not all, the relevant studies.

The search strategy in the current study
We limited our search to the Scopus database, for the following reasons:

12

1.

It is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature and quality
web sources

2.

It has tools to track, analyse and visualize research

3.

It covers nearly 18,000 titles from more than 5,000 international publishers, including
100% coverage of Medline titles and EMBASE making any other search using Medline
and EMBASE redundant

4.

It has powerful and efficient features in retrieving full-text publications

5.

Its references tracking feature is well suited to our top-down and bottom-up search
strategy, discussed below.

The Sax Institute
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We developed a mixed methodology search in order to maximise identification of recent
literature in a short period of time. We conducted our search in five different ways.
1.

We developed a text-based search strategy based on previous reviews. We searched for
text terms ‘patient reported outcome*’, ‘self-reported’, ‘self-assessed’ anywhere in title,
abstract and key words, combined with ‘quality of life’, ‘symptom’, ‘functional status’,
‘health status’, ‘patient satisfaction’, ‘unmet need*’ anywhere in title, abstract and key
words, and with ‘neoplasm’ or ‘cancer’ in key words. The search results were restricted to
between the year 2000 and October 2011. The full search strategy is listed in Appendix A

2.

We reviewed all reviews (over 200 in total) and used the three baseline reviews discussed
above, as the starting point for our top-down and bottom-up search strategy

3.

We examined all articles that cited the 7 key randomised controlled trials10-16 listed in the
above reviews (bottom-up approach). We also tracked down references from the most
recent published trials, editorials, and commentaries (a top-down approach). The
powerful citation tracking feature of Scopus makes such a strategy feasible

4.

We used the simplified text terms and conducted a web search in order to identify grey
literature

5.

We purposefully searched leading researchers and experts in the field and analysed the
references and citations of their publications

6.

We searched some key cancer centres’ websites in order to get more detailed
information. Overall, we reviewed over 2000 titles and abstracts of peer-reviewed articles
and retrieved over 500 full text articles and reports.

Aims, study selection and endpoints of the review
In this review, we aim to synthesize the evidence in relation to the impact of routinely collected
PROs on patients, providers, and health organisations. We adopted the frameworks proposed by
Greenhalgh and colleagues (2005)17 and by Abernethy and colleagues (2010)’s18 to guide our
evaluation of the existing literature.
Greenhalgh et al. (2005)17 proposed a framework (Figure 1) that depicts mechanisms between
the routine collection of PROs and changes in patient outcomes. The authors posit that the
multilayer mediators (i.e. changes to doctor-patient communication, monitoring treatment
responses, detecting unrecognised problems, changes to patient health behaviour, changes to
clinicians’ management plans, and improved patient satisfaction) have complex relationships
among them. The studies that unveiled these complex relationships may help us understand
whether and how routinely collected PROs work to improve the intended outcomes.

The Sax Institute
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Figure 1: A hypothetical framework to understand the impact of routinely collected PROs on patient health
outcomes.
(Reprinted from: Social Science and Medicine, Vol 60, Issue 4, Greenhalgh J, Long AF, Flynn R, The use of patient reported outcome
measures in routine clinical practice: lack of impact or lack of theory? Pages 833-843, 2005, with permission from Elsevier.)

Recently, Abernethy and colleagues18 have argued that the routine collection of PROs has the
capacity to impact not only at the patient-level, but by addressing the logistics of data linkage,
could ensure that the system will grow to accommodate other clinical- and health system-level
issues (e.g. evaluating comparative effectiveness of treatments, monitoring quality of care, and
translating basic science findings into clinical practice, Figure 2). The integration of data systems
will fuel rapid learning in cancer care at the national and societal levels (See Figures 2 and 3),
making many types of research and system learning possible across institutions and health
sectors. The benefits and implications of such rapid learning health care systems may include, but
is not limited to, strong and effective quality improvement (QI), increased transparency,
accountability, public reporting, better health system performance (monitoring, planning,
financing, evaluating, responding) and better quality of care.

14
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Figure 2: A data linkage framework
health care system

Figure 3: A learning

Figures 2 and 3: adopted from Abernethy et al. (2010)
(Reprinted from: Medical Care, Vol 48, No 6, Supplement 1, Abernathy A, Ahmad A, Zafar YS et al. Electronic patient-reported data capture
as a foundation of rapid learning cancer care, Pages S34 and S37, 2010, with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health.)

Combining both frameworks, we developed a list of outcome indicators (Table 2) against which
we assessed each eligible study. To include not only the doctors’ but also other health service
providers’ (such as nurses, allied health workers) experience with patients after adopting a PROs
system, we used the term ‘Patient-provider communication’ instead of ‘doctor patient
communication’ as proposed by Greenhalgh et al. (2005)17 in the current study. We also
examined the possible modification and subgroup effects as stipulated by the Cancer Institute
NSW.

Table 2: Outcome indicators assessed for each eligible study included in the review
No.

Outcomes

1

Patient-provider communication

2

Monitor treatment response

3

Detect unrecognised problems

4

Changes to patient health behaviour

5

Changes to patient management

6

Improved patient satisfaction

7

Improved health outcomes

8

Strong & effective quality improvement

9

Increased transparency, accountability, public reporting

10

Better system performance (monitoring, planning, financing, evaluating, responding)

11

Modify variables on the effect (both at individual and organisation level )

12

Possible subgroup effects

Note: We combined both 11 & 12 in the summarising tables as few studies have explored such issues.

The Sax Institute
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion criteria were: (1) Substantial content in presenting empirical evidence on the
impact of routinely collected PROs on at least one of the outcomes listed in Table 2; (2) Adult
cancer patients; (3) Conducted in an oncologic setting including inpatient, outpatient and
outreach services; and (4) Studies using a composite PROs system. We excluded studies on child
cancer patients, non-English language articles, opinion and theoretical articles, historical
descriptions, review articles, and feasibility studies of some PROs collection devices. To reflect the
demanding and complex nature of evaluating the impact of routinely collected PROs, eligible
studies included a variety of designs including, but not limited to, randomised controlled trials
(RCTs), controlled before-after trials (CBA) and interrupted time series (ITS). ITS designs have a
longitudinal character, with repeated measurements and at least 3 data points before and after
the intervention point. We also included surveys and clinical audits, if the studies provided
quantitative results relevant to the listed outcomes.

Data extraction and quality assessment
All studies were classified into two domains. The first correlated sample characteristics and
population wide characteristics and the second focused on study design. The data extraction
form was adapted from other review studies using the outcome measures discussed above
(Table 2). For each eligible study, we listed the leading author, country and jurisdiction, design,
sample, outcome measures, the PROs used, times of feedback and intervention, members of
medical teams given feedback, management plans offered to the teams, and training (see
Appendix E). We also listed all qualifying studies chronologically and the outcome indicators (see
Appendix F).
We classified the application of routinely collected PROs in particular participants or samples as
domain one and rated it on a four-point scale representing how closely the participants or
samples overlapped with the characteristics and needs of the intended study populations. For
example, for a study conducted in the USA on a sample of lung cancer patients, we assessed the
degree of overlap of the study sample with the characteristics of lung cancer patients in the USA
overall, by considering the study setting, sample size and sampling frame, response rate, loss-tofollow-up, and the characteristics of the study sample. We classified study design as domain two
and rated it on four categories with one star indicating the weakest design and four stars
indicating the strongest design. Four stars indicates a randomised trial or experimental study;
three stars indicates a controlled trial, pre-post trial with control (controlled before–after trial),
time series, or observational cohort with multivariable adjustment; two stars indicates a pre–post
trial without control, observational cohort study without multivariable adjustment, cross-sectional
study without multivariable adjustment, analysis of time trends without control, or well-designed
qualitative study; and one star indicates a case series, other qualitative study, or survey
(descriptive) study.
We used revised appraisal criteria adapted from the guidelines on the assessment of quality
improvement interventions.19,20 We also created a global rating after the Grading of
Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) system.21 The BMJ has
recommended the GRADE system since 2006 (through its ‘Instructions to Authors’ on bmj.com) for
grading evidence when submitting a clinical guidelines article. It has multiple advantages and is
useful for systematic reviews and health technology assessments, as well as for evaluating
research on clinical guidelines. The global rating we created was based on the integration of
domain one and domain two ratings, as well as the intervention fidelity (the degree of success of
the interventional strategy, the patients’ and providers’ adherence to the intervention strategy),
dose-response gradient, precision and validity of outcomes (potential confounding factors and
biases), uncertainty of direction of the results. The global rating has three categories. We indicate

16
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that the study should carry great (three checks), moderate (two checks), or little (one check)
weight when considering the strength of evidence. An illustration of the rating scheme is
presented (Table 3).

Table 3: The components, rating criteria and symbol, and categories used in summarising the study
evidence in the current study
Domain 1

Domain 2

Global (GRADE)

Decision
components

Subject of public reporting
(or study population) and
study participants
(sample).

Types of study (i.e. study
designs).

Components from Domain 1 & 2
as well as implementation and
adherence to intervention, doseresponse gradient, precision and
validity of the outcomes,
uncertainty of direction of the
results.

Rating criteria

How well does the study
sample represent the
study population?

How strong is the study
design both in terms of its
external and internal
validity?

Symbol used &
categories of
rating

1* : no overlap
2*: modest overlap
3*: large overlap
4*: complete overlap

1*:
2*:
3*:
4*:

How much weight does the
current study add to the
evidence-base taking into
considerations of all the
components above?
√: little weight
√√: moderate weight
√√√: great weight

weakest design
moderate design
strong design
strongest design

We made no attempt to quantitatively synthesise the results and the data were too
heterogeneous to support pooling.

Results
Our multi-method search strategy yielded 27 publications that were eligible to be included in our
review – a significant increase compared with the most recent reviews. We identified 16
randomised controlled trials and 2 before-after trials with 11 published before 2009. We presented
the characteristics and the quality of the studies in Appendix E and their impact on outcome
indicators in Appendix F.

An overview of the study quality
There has been a marked increase in the volume and quality of studies published recently in this
area. Of the 16 randomised controlled trials included in this review, seven were published
between 2010 and 2011. The quality of studies published since 2010 is also demonstrably better
with much larger sample sizes, and with three trials22-24 having a sample size of more than 200 and
two trials having a sample size over 580.25,26
However, despite the increased volume and improved quality of studies, there were still no large
cluster randomised controlled design studies recommended by Fayers27, who argues that cluster
RCTs are well suited to overcoming the limitations of simple RCTs. It is well-known that system
intervention trials such as routine collection of PROs, and feedback to the clinicians and systems,
are prone to cross-contamination and to introducing investigator and participant biases. Two
recently published studies22,23 were the continuation of an earlier study published by Velikova et
al. (2004)10. Most studies did not systematically examine outcomes and mechanisms, and placed
more emphasis on processes instead of outcome measures.12 All studies were conducted in a
limited setting (often in a single centre) thus restricting the generalisation of the findings.
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Another significant limitation of the current evidence is that no studies have adopted a
comprehensive theoretical model and framework, despite the repeated demand from leading
researchers in the area.17,28-30 All studies concentred on the level of patients and health
professionals in clinic settings and no study examined the impact of collecting PROs on health
care organisations, health system improvement, quality improvement or population health at a
system or societal level.

An overview of the study findings
The 16 randomised controlled trials and 9 before-after controlled trials
We present the design and major findings from each of the RCTs in chronological order below. A
full assessment of their impact on outcome indicators is provided in Appendices E and F.
Trowbridge et al. (1997)16 conducted a randomised controlled trial on 510 cancer outpatients to
determine the effectiveness of a clinical-practice intervention in improving pain control at 23
clinics in Indiana, the USA. All the patients completed assessments of their pain, their pain
regimens, and the degree of relief received. The patients were surveyed again by mail four
weeks after their clinic visits. The intervention group's clinical charts contained a summary of the
completed pain scales. The oncologists who treated these patients were instructed to review the
summary sheet prior to an evaluation. This summary was not available for the oncologists treating
the patients in the control group. A significant difference (p = .0162) in the physicians' prescription
patterns was found. In the control group, prescriptions for 86% of the patients did not change,
with no decrease in analgesic prescriptions; for 14% of the patients analgesic prescriptions
increased. In the intervention group; analgesic prescriptions changed for 25% of the patients,
decreasing for 5% and increasing for 20%. A decrease in the incidence of pain described as
more than life's usual aches and pains was found for the intervention group (p = .05). The authors
reported that although analgesic regimens were altered significantly when the physicians
understood more about the patient's pain, cancer pain management remains a complex
problem.
Comments: This study is one of the first RCTs demonstrating a significant impact of PROs on
improved detection of unrecognised problems, changes to patient management plans as well
as a modest improvement on selected health outcomes.
Using a sample of 450 cancer patients and standardised questionnaires via a touch-screen
computer, McLachlan and colleagues (2001)15 tested the hypothesis that making patientreported cancer needs, quality-of-life (QL), and psychosocial information available to the health
care team, allowing coordinated specifically targeted psychosocial interventions will result in
reduced cancer needs, improved QL, and increased satisfaction with care received. For a
randomly chosen two thirds, this information was made available to the health care team who
coordinated the targeted psychosocial interventions. Information from the remaining one third
was not seen. Patients were assessed two and six months after randomisation for changes in their
cancer needs, QL, psychosocial functioning, and satisfaction with overall care received. The
authors reported that there were no significant differences between the two arms with respect to
changes in cancer needs, QL, or psychosocial functioning between the baseline and follow-up
assessments, nor with respect to satisfaction with care. However, for the subgroup of patients who
were moderately or severely depressed at baseline, there was a significant reduction in
depression for the intervention arm relative to the control arm at the six month assessment. The
study also demonstrated no consultation time differences between two-arms. Only 37% of the
patients received anticancer therapy at baseline that may have marked potential effect.
Comments: Making patient-reported cancer needs, QL, and psychosocial data available to the
health care team at a single consultation together with coordinated psychosocial interventions
does not seem to reduce cancer needs nor improve QL, psychosocial functioning, or satisfaction
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with the care received. However, identification of patients with moderate or severe levels of
depression at baseline may be valuable in reducing subsequent levels of depression.
Detmar et al. (2002)14 evaluated the efficacy of standardised HRQL assessments in facilitating
patient-physician communication and increasing physicians' awareness of their patients' HRQLrelated problems on ten physicians and 214 patients in an outpatient clinic of a cancer hospital
in the Netherlands in a prospective RCT. At three successive outpatient visits, patients completed
an HRQL questionnaire (EORTC QLQ-C30). The responses were computer scored and transformed
into a graphic summary. Physicians and patients received a copy of the summary before the
consultation in intervention group. The investigators audio taped the consultations and analysed
content to evaluate patient-physician communication. The study also assessed physicians'
awareness of their patients' health problems. The authors found that the HRQL-related issues were
discussed significantly more frequently in the intervention than in the control group. Physicians in
the intervention group identified a greater percentage of patients with moderate-to-severe
health problems in several HRQL domains than did those in the control group. All physicians and
87% of the patients believed that the intervention facilitated communication and expressed
interest in its continued use.
Comments: The study demonstrated the positive impact on communication, detection of
unrecognised problems, changes to patient management, improved patient satisfaction and
modest improvement on selected health outcome (i.e. SF-36, before-after in intervention group).
Velikova and colleagues (2004)10 examined the effects on process of care and patient wellbeing, of the regular collection and use of health-related quality-of-life (HRQL) data in oncology
practice involving 28 oncologists. In total, 286 cancer patients were randomly assigned to either
the intervention group (completion of questionnaires on touch-screen with feedback); attentioncontrol group (completion of questionnaires, but no feedback); or control group (no HRQL
measurement in clinic before encounters). Primary outcomes were patient HRQL over time,
measured by the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-General questionnaire, physicianpatient communication, and clinical management, measured by content analysis of taperecorded encounters. The authors found that patients in the intervention and attention-control
groups had better HRQL than the control group (P = .006 and P = .01, respectively), but the
intervention and attention-control groups were not significantly different. A positive effect on
emotional well-being was associated with feedback of data, but not with instrument completion.
A larger proportion of intervention patients showed clinically meaningful improvement in HRQL.
More frequent discussion of chronic nonspecific symptoms was found in the intervention group,
without prolonging encounters. There was no detectable effect on patient management. In the
intervention patients, HRQL improvement was associated with explicit use of HRQL data,
discussion of pain, and role function.
Comments: The study showed that routine assessment of cancer patients' HRQL had a positive
impact on physician-patient communication, detect unrecognised problems (64% encounters
involving referring to HRQL by physicians) and resulted in better patient management (11% of
encounters in intervention arm) and better patient outcomes (HRQL and emotional functioning).
Boyes et al. (2006)13 examined the effectiveness of giving medical oncologists immediate
feedback about cancer patients' self-reported psychosocial well-being in reducing those
patients' levels of anxiety, depression, perceived needs and physical symptoms in a RCT. Cancer
patients attending one cancer centre for their first visit were randomly allocated to intervention
(n = 42) or control (n = 38) groups. All patients completed a computerised survey assessing their
psychosocial well-being while waiting to see the oncologist. Intervention patients' responses were
immediately scored and summary reports were placed in each patient's file for follow-up.
Intervention patients who reported a debilitating physical symptom at visit 2 were significantly less
likely to report a debilitating physical symptom at visit 3 compared with control patients.
Reductions in levels of anxiety, depression and perceived needs among intervention patients
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were not significantly different to control patients. Half the oncologists in the intervention group
referred to patients’ reported outcomes during the consultations.
Comments: The study showed that repeated collection and immediate feedback of patientreported health information to oncologists has potential to improve communication and patients'
symptom control, but has little impact upon emotional well-being, including those at high risk.
Hoekstra et al. (2006)31 investigated the effect of reporting physical symptoms by using a
systematic symptom monitoring instrument, the Symptom Monitor, on symptom prevalence and
severity among 146 palliative cancer patients (intervention group = 69 with Symptom Monitor or
control group = 77 without Symptom Monitor). Ten physical symptoms with regard to prevalence
and severity were monitored. After 2 months, the prevalence of symptoms was lower in the
intervention group compared to the control group (prevalent differences 2.1–24.3%) for 9 out of
10 symptoms (except coughing). The intervention group scored a statistically significantly lower
prevalence in constipation and vomiting (prevalence differences 24.3% and 18.0%, respectively).
In four symptoms (fatigue, lack of appetite, shortness of breath, and nausea), the intervention
group had a lower, although not statistically significant, severity score (median differences 0.5–1).
In four symptoms (pain, coughing, sleeplessness, and diarrhoea), the severity score was the same
in both groups (medians 2–4). In two symptoms (constipation and vomiting), the severity score
was lower in the control group (median differences -1 and -2). A comparison between the study
groups on improved, deteriorated, or steady-state cases showed that the severity score had
deteriorated less for 8 out of 10 symptoms in a larger proportion of patients in the intervention
group.
Comments: The study showed some minimum impact on communication (one in five patients
used it to enhance communication with doctors) and decreased prevalence in 9 out of 10
symptoms and such beneficial effects were more pronounced in the deteriorated group.
Korniblith and colleagues (2006)32 examined whether distress in older patients (aged 65 years
and older) would be reduced with educational materials (EM), supplemented by monthly
telephone monitoring (TM) (TM + EM) compared with the use of EM alone because of more
timely referrals to appropriate health professionals. One hundred and ninety-two older patients
who had advanced disease and were currently receiving treatment were randomised to receive
either TM + EM or EM alone. One hundred and thirty-one patients were evaluated by telephone
interview for psychological and physical distress and for social support at baseline and at six
months using HADS, EORTC QLQ-C30 and MOS Social Support Survey items. Patients who in the
TM + EM group were called monthly for six months to monitor their distress. Those patients who
scored above the cut-off levels were referred to their oncology nurse for referral to the
appropriate professional. Patients in the EM group received written materials regarding cancerrelated psychosocial issues and available resources. The authors found that at 6 months, patients
in the TM + EM group reported significantly less anxiety, depression, and overall distress compared
with patients in the EM group.
Comments: The study showed that monthly monitoring of older patients' distress with TM + EM with
referral for appropriate help was found to be an efficient means of reducing patients' anxiety
and depression compared with patients who received only EM. Both arms improved
communication but the TM + EM arm detected more unrecognised problems.
Rosenbloom and colleagues (2007)12 examined whether offering interpretive assistance of HRQL
results would improve patient outcomes. Two hundred and thirteen participants with metastatic
breast, lung or colorectal cancer were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: usual care;
HRQL assessment or HRQL assessment followed by a structured interview and discussion.
Interviews about patients' assessment responses were conducted by a research nurse, who then
presented HRQL information to the treating nurse. HRQL and treatment satisfaction outcomes
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were assessed at three and six months. No significant differences were found between study
conditions in HRQL or satisfaction.
Comments: The study suggests that routine HRQL assessment, even with description of results, is
insufficient to improve patient HRQL and satisfaction. Positive effects may require supplementing
assessment results with specific suggestions for clinical management changes.
Given and colleagues (2008)33 compared symptom response and times to response among 129
breast cancer patients who were assigned to either a cognitive behavioural Nurse-Administered
Symptom Management intervention or an Automated Telephone Symptom Management
(ATSM) intervention. Anchor-based definition of response using mild, moderate, and severe
categories of symptom severity were used. Responses and times to response for 15 symptoms
were investigated in relation to trial arm, comorbid conditions, treatment protocols, and
metastatic versus localised disease. The authors found that the ATSM arm was more effective
among patients with metastatic disease. Compared with patients receiving combination
chemotherapy protocols, those patients treated with single agents had greater response and
shorter time to response.
Comments: An educational information intervention delivered via an automated voice response
system that assesses symptoms and refers patients to a Symptom Management Guide is more
effective than a complex cognitive behavioural approach in terms of producing greater
symptom responses in shorter time intervals among patients with metastatic disease. The ATSM
arm also improves monitoring treatment response and detection of unrecognised problems.
Kearney and colleagues (2009)34 conducted a RCT to evaluate the impact of a mobile phonebased, remote monitoring, advanced symptom management system (ASyMS©) on the
incidence, severity and distress of six chemotherapy-related symptoms (nausea, vomiting,
fatigue, mucositis, hand-foot syndrome and diarrhoea) in 112 patients receiving outpatient
chemotherapy with lung, breast or colorectal cancer (56 patients for both control group and
intervention group) in seven clinical sites in the UK. The authors used a paper version of
chemotherapy-related morbidity of six common chemotherapy-related symptoms (nausea,
vomiting, fatigue, mucositis, hand-foot syndrome and diarrhoea) as the outcome measures and
used an electronic version of ASyMS© to monitor the symptoms in the intervention arm at least
twice a day (i.e. morning and evening, or as necessary). The authors found that there were
significantly higher reports of fatigue in the control group compared to the intervention group.
Reports of incidence, severity and distress level of hand-foot syndrome were on average lower in
the control group.
Comments: This pilot study demonstrates that ASyMS© can support the management of
symptoms in patients with lung, breast and colorectal cancer receiving chemotherapy. It
demonstrates that this mobile phone-based technique may improve the management of fatigue
and identified hand-foot syndrome which may have been underreported in a routine care
model. However, the authors also suggested that a large trial with sufficient power is needed in
order to ascertain the impact of adopting such a technology.
Carlson et al. (2010)26 evaluated a routine online distress screening program on 585 breast cancer
and 549 lung cancer patients. Patients were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (1)
Minimal screening: the distress thermometer (DT) only plus usual care; (2) Full screening: DT,
problem checklist, Psychological Screen for Cancer Part C measuring anxiety and depression, a
personalised report summarising concerns and the report on the medical file; or (3) Triage: full
screening plus optional personalised phone triage with referral to resources. Patients in all
conditions received an information packet and were reassessed 3 months later with the full
screening battery. The authors found that high prevalence of baseline distress was found across
patients. Twenty percent fewer patients with lung cancer in triage continued to have high distress
at follow-up compared to those in the other two groups, and patients with breast cancer in the
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full screening and triage conditions showed lower distress at follow-up than those in minimal
screening. The best predictor of decreased anxiety and depression in full screening and triage
conditions was receiving a referral to psychosocial services.
Comments: The authors showed routine online screening is feasible in a large cancer centre and
may help to reduce future distress levels, particularly when coupled with uptake of appropriate
resources.
Ruland et al. (2010)35 examined the effects of a computer-assisted, interactive tailored patient
assessment (ITPA) tool in oncology practice on: documented patient care, symptom distress, and
patients' need for symptom management support during treatment and rehabilitation using a
sample of 145 patients treated for leukaemia or lymphoma (intervention group, n = 75 or control
group, n = 70). Both groups used the ITPA for symptom assessments prior to inpatient and
outpatient visits for up to one year. The assessment summary, which displayed patients' selfreported symptoms, problems, and distress in rank-order of the patient's need for support, was
provided to physicians and nurses in the intervention group only but not in the control group. The
study found that significantly more symptoms were addressed in the intervention group patient
charts versus those of the control group. Symptom distress in the intervention group decreased
significantly over time in 11 (58%) of 19 symptom/problem categories versus 2 (10%) for the control
group. Need for symptom management support over time also decreased significantly more for
the intervention group than the control group in 13 (68%) symptom categories.
Comments: This is the first study to show that an ITPA used in an interdisciplinary oncology
practice can significantly improve patient-centred care and patient outcomes, including
reduced symptom distress and reduced need for symptom management support.
Velikova and colleagues (2010)23 presented the results of follow-up of a previous trial10 and
investigated the effects of regular use of health-related quality of life (HRQL) in oncology
practice, focusing on the secondary aims of the trial: patient satisfaction and patients'
perspectives on continuity and coordination of their care. Two hundred and eighty six cancer
patients were randomised to: (1) Intervention arm: regular touch-screen completion of HRQL with
feedback to physicians; (2) Attention-control arm: completion of HRQL without feedback; and (3)
Control arm: no HRQL assessment. Secondary outcomes were patients' experience of continuity
of care (Medical Care Questionnaire (MCQ)) including 'Communication', 'Coordination' and
'Preferences to see usual doctor' subscales, patients' satisfaction, and patients' and physicians'
evaluation of the intervention. The study found that patients in the intervention arm rated their
continuity of care as better than the control group for the 'Communication' subscale. No
significant effects were found for 'Coordination' or 'Preferences to see usual doctor'. Patients'
evaluation of the intervention was positive. More patients in the intervention group rated the
HRQL assessment as useful compared to the attention-control group (86% versus 29%), and
reported that their doctors considered daily activities, emotions and quality of life.
Comments: The study showed that use of HRQL measures in oncology practice brought changes
to doctor-patient communication and improved patient satisfaction.
Berry and colleagues (2011)25 conducted a trial in 660 patients with various cancer diagnoses to
determine the effect of the Electronic Self-Report Assessment-Cancer (ESRA-C) on the likelihood
of symptoms and quality-of-life issues (SQLIs) discussed between clinicians and patients with
cancer in ambulatory clinic visits. Secondary objectives included comparison of visit duration
between groups and usefulness of the ESRA-C as reported by clinicians. In the intervention group,
patient-reported SQLIs were automatically displayed on a graphical summary and provided to
the clinical team before an on-treatment visit (n = 327); in the control group, no summary was
provided (n = 333). SQLIs were scored for level of severity or distress. One on-treatment clinic visit
was audio recorded for each participant and then scored for discussion of each SQLI. The study
found that the likelihood of SQLIs being discussed differed by randomised group and depended
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on whether an SQLI was first reported as problematic. Clinic visits were similar with regard to
duration between groups, and clinicians reported the summary as useful.
Comments: The study showed that using ESRA-C in the setting can improve communication and
the effect was more pronounced among patients whose baseline SQLIs level was problematic.
Cleeland et al. (2011)36 examined whether at-home symptom monitoring plus feedback to
clinicians about severe symptoms contributed to more effective postoperative symptom control
among 79 patients receiving thoracotomy for lung cancer or lung metastasis in a two-arm
randomised controlled trial. After hospital discharge, patients rated symptoms twice weekly for
four weeks via automated telephone calls. For intervention group patients, an e-mail alert was
forwarded to the patient's clinical team for response if any of a subset of symptoms (pain,
disturbed sleep, distress, shortness of breath, or constipation) reached a predetermined severity
threshold. The study found that the intervention group experienced greater reduction in symptom
threshold events than did controls (19% v 8%, respectively) and a more rapid decline in symptom
threshold events. The difference in average reduction in symptom interference between groups
was -0.36 (SE, 0.078; P = .02). Clinicians responded to 84% of e-mail alerts. Both groups reported
equally high satisfaction with the automated system and with postoperative symptom control.
Comments: Frequent symptom monitoring with alerts to clinicians when symptoms became
moderate or severe reduced symptom severity and increased patient satisfaction. However,
these results should be confirmed in a larger study.
Takeuchi and colleagues (2011)22 used the new data from a previously published trial 10,23 to
examine how PROs feedback had an impact on patient-physician communication over time to
gain a better understanding of how it may influence patient care. Patients were randomly
assigned to intervention (regular completion of EORTC QOL-C30 and HADS with feedback to
oncologists), attention-control (completion of same questionnaires without feedback), and
control (standard care) arms. The content of consultation audio recordings between 28
oncologists and 198 patients over four consecutive visits (792 consultations) was analysed. The
longitudinal impact of the intervention on patient-physician communication, dynamics of
patient-physician interaction, and the association between PROs and the content of clinic
discussion were analysed. The study found that patients in the intervention arm discussed more
symptoms over time compared with patients in the attention-control and control arms. No study
arm effect was observed for function discussions. Discussion topics were predominantly raised by
patients/relatives, regardless of arm allocation. Clinic discussions were associated with severity of
patient-reported symptoms but not with patient-reported functional concerns.
Comments: A positive longitudinal impact of the intervention on symptom discussion was
observed, but not for function discussion, suggesting that potentially serious problems may remain
unaddressed. Physicians may need to play a more proactive role in initiating the discussion
topics.

The two before-after trials
Apart from the 16 RCTs discussed above, Taenzer and colleagues (2000)11 conducted an earlier
before-after trial with the period before intervention as a historical control to determine if
providing patient specific Quality of Life (QL) information to clinic staff before a clinic
appointment improved patient care in a lung cancer outpatient clinic. Patients were sequentially
assigned to either a usual care control group or the experimental group, which completed a
computerised version of EORTC QLQ-C30 questionnaire in order to provide the clinic staff with QL
information prior to the clinic appointment. The control group completed the EORTC QLQ-C30
paper version after the clinic appointment. Outcome measures were patient satisfaction, the
degree to which issues identified on the QL questionnaire were addressed in the appointment,
and a chart audit, which measured charting of QL issues and actions taken by the clinician
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relating to QL. The study found that in the experimental group, more QL issues identified by the
patient on the EORTC QLQ-C30 were addressed during the clinic appointment than in the control
group. More categories were charted and a trend towards more actions being taken was seen in
the experimental group. Patients reported being equally and highly satisfied with the treatment in
both groups.
Comments: This is an earlier before-after trial which demonstrated that routine collection of PROs
and feedback is a simple, time-effective and acceptable means of improving patient-provider
communication. It also showed high patient satisfaction and improved detection of
unrecognised problems.
Hilarius et al. (2008)37 evaluated the efficacy of incorporating standardised health-related quality
of life (HRQL) assessments as a routine part of the outpatient chemotherapy treatment of cancer
patients in a community hospital in terms of: (1) Facilitating nurse-patient communication; (2)
Increasing nurses' awareness of patients' HRQL; (3) Patient management; (4) Patients' satisfaction;
and (5) Patients' HRQL in a sequential cohort study with repeated measures (using before
‘washing-out’ period as control). The intervention involved patients completing standardised
HRQL questionnaires via a touch-screen computer, the results of which were provided to nurses
and patients in a graphic summary. Questionnaire and medical record data were used to assess
outcomes. The study found that HRQL-related topics were discussed significantly more frequently
in the intervention group than in the control group. Nurses' awareness of patients' levels of daily
activity, pain, and overall quality of life was significantly better in the intervention than in the
control group. The mean number of HRQL-related notations in the medical records was
significantly higher in the intervention group. However, only modest effects were observed in
patient management (counselling behaviour), and no significant effects were found in patient
satisfaction or changes in HRQL over time.
Comments: Incorporating standardised HRQL assessments in daily clinical oncology nursing
practice primarily facilitates the discussion of HRQL issues and increases nurses' awareness. It also
had a positive impact on identification of unrecognised problems and a modest impact on
patient management.

The nine observational studies
We included nine observational studies in our review. The studies had been conducted in variety
of settings on different study populations.
Brinbridge et al. (2011)38 assessed how standardised symptom assessment (i.e. The Edmonton
Symptom Assessment System (ESAS)) can enhance multidisciplinary care through self-completed
surveys to clinical teams at various disease-site clinics at a cancer centre in Ontario, Canada. The
study found that although most of the nurses and allied health professions found the ESAS to
enhance patient care, help patients articulate their symptom issues, and facilitate follow-up with
patients with past symptom issues, only approximately half of the physicians agreed with these
statements.
In a small study, Halkett and colleagues (2010)39 evaluated the use of a touch-screen system in
comparison to written questionnaires in a large tertiary hospital in Western Australia (WA). The
study found that the technology was not very reliable with some significant practical problems.
However, around a quarter of patients found the touch-screen system improved the
communication and 10% reported a positive impact on health outcomes. Patients were
generally satisfied with both methods.
Dinkel et al. (2010)40 implemented distress screening in routine radiotherapy practice and
compared computerised and paper-and-pencil screening in terms of acceptability and utility in
a large study (n = 3,450). Physicians received immediate feedback of the psycho-oncological
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results. The study found that agreement between the computerised and the paper assessment
was high. Patient satisfaction did not differ between the two administration modes. Nurses and
radiographers rated the computerised assessment less time consuming. Physicians valued the
psycho-oncological results as interesting and informative (46.7%). However, patients and staff
agreed that the distress screening did not lead to an increase in discussion of psychosocial issues
in clinician-patient encounters.
Mark and colleagues (2010)41 evaluated The Patient Assessment, Care and Education (PACE)
System™ - an electronic patient symptom screening and reporting system for oncology, in order
to determine provider and patient opinions of the system and documented evidence as to
whether symptom assessment rates increased after this system was implemented. The study
found that providers seemed to value the system. In particular, they reported that the screening
and reporting system helped them to identify, track, and document the patients' most important
symptoms. The patient survey indicated that the majority of patients found the system easy to use
and generally helpful and would recommend it to others. The chart review indicated that
assessment rates for depression, fatigue, and pain increased after the system was implemented.
Butt and colleagues (2008)42 sought to learn about patient perceptions of their symptoms and
treatment through a baseline assessment and two monthly follow-up assessments via
standardised questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. The study found that across all
assessments, at least half of the sample experienced at least some fatigue, pain, or distress. On
the whole, patients and providers did communicate about these concerns, and at least 75% of
patients found these discussions helpful when they occurred, supporting the notion that symptom
identification and communication may optimise the detection of those at risk of morbidity and
decreased quality of life because of excess symptom burden.
Weaver et al. (2007)43 reported a feasibility study to examine the utility of home monitoring of
patients' symptoms via a mobile phone. Six colon cancer patients receiving adjuvant
chemotherapy, entered symptom data onto user friendly screens on a mobile phone twice daily.
This 'real time' data was sent via a secured connection to a remote computer. In the event of
moderate or severe symptoms (generating amber and red alerts respectively), the nurse was
immediately alerted by the computer, via a pager. The nurse then contacted the patient to
reinforce the automatic advice sent to the patient on their phone and to assess the patient using
clinical algorithms. The study found that both patients and staff felt confident in this approach to
symptom management and the technology for monitoring patients' symptoms worked well. The
patients felt secure in the knowledge that their symptoms were being closely monitored and that
they were participating effectively in their own care management.
Basch and colleagues (2005, 2007)44,45 evaluated the patient reported Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) which is the mandated instrument for tracking patient toxicity
symptoms in National Cancer Institute (NCI)-sponsored cancer treatment trials and were often
reported by clinicians. The investigators adapted CTCAE symptom items into patient language
and uploaded these to an online platform. Cancer outpatients receiving chemotherapy were
invited to self-report selected symptoms at visits via waiting area computers or optional home
access. Symptom reports were printed for nurses at visits, but no instructions were given with
regard to use of this information. The study found that at each consecutive visit, most patients
logged in without significant attrition. Whether patients logged in at home was related to
previous internet experience. Satisfaction with the system was high, but only half felt
communication was improved. All participating nurses understood the reports and felt this
information was useful for clinical decisions, documentation, and discussions. However, only one
of seven nurses discussed reports with patients frequently, with insufficient time being the most
common barrier to discussions.
Mooney and colleagues (2002)46 were among the earlier researchers to explore the feasibility of
using a telephone-based computerised system to monitor post-chemotherapy symptoms and to
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test the mechanism of generating alert communications to healthcare providers about
symptoms that were poorly controlled. By asking 27 cancer patients to call the telephone-linked
care (TLC) system daily during a single cycle of chemotherapy and report on seven common
chemotherapy-related symptoms, the study found that the TLC was easy to learn and use and
that it captured daily symptom information from patients in their homes. A majority of patients
experienced symptoms that were severe enough to generate symptom-alert faxes. Patient
satisfaction with TLC was high. The technique, TLC voice, and the duration of the calls were
acceptable to patients and there were few technical problems.

A summary of impact on outcome matrix indicators
Impact on patient-provider communication
Over the 27 studies (i.e. 16 randomised controlled trials, 2 before-after trials and 9 observational
studies) included in this review, four studies16,26,33,35 did not examine or report on the effect of
routinely collected PROs on patient-provider communication. Of the 23 studies that did report
such an impact, 21 studies (91.3%) reported a positive effect including well-designed and
conducted large RCTs.10,11,14,22,23,25 One study reported no significant improvement of patientprovider communication possibly due to low level of symptoms (only 37% of patients received
anticancer therapy, hence the reduced need for communication about treatment) 15. Another
study had an already high communication level at baseline (hence a ceiling effect that there
was little room for further improvement).12 Our finding of positive effect on patient-provider
communication is also consistent with previous reviews conducted in both cancer3 and noncancer settings.4,6,17
In summary, there is very strong evidence supporting the notion that routinely collected PROs,
with timely feedback, enhance patient-provider communication.

Impact on monitoring of treatment response
Although most of the 27 studies did not include an explicit study objective about monitoring
treatment response, 11 studies did report on the impact of introducing routinely collected PROs
on monitoring of treatment responses (Appendix F).10,26,33,34,36,37,41–44,46 These studies showed a
strong or moderate effect on increasing monitoring activities of treatment response. The strongest
effect seems to occur in the studies which focused on monitoring patient symptoms, side effects
and toxicity collected during and after chemotherapy for outpatients. In particular, real-time
patient-reported symptoms and toxicity through innovative mobile phone-based, web-based or
IVR systems, significantly improved the monitoring of treatment response.
In summary, there is strong evidence to support the notion that routinely collected PROs
significantly improve the monitoring of treatment response.

Impact on detecting unrecognised problems
Although the idea that routinely collected PROs may provide better opportunities for service
providers, as well as patients, to detect unrecognised problems through increased awareness,
improved communication and monitoring seems intuitively plausible, only 16 of the 27 studies
reported results related to the detection of unrecognised problems (Appendix F). Of the 16
studies, 15 studies10,11,14,16,32–37,41–44,46 reported either a strong or moderate positive impact on
detecting unrecognised problems. However, the study by McLachlan and colleagues15 did not
find any difference between the intervention arm and the control arm.
Within the studies that reported results related to unrecognised problems, there seems to be a
need to develop more comprehensive and valid measures in order to understand specifically
PROs’ impact on identifying underreported and unrecognised problems for different cancer
patients in different settings.
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In summary, there is reasonably strong evidence supporting the notion that routinely collected
PROs are helpful in identifying unrecognised problems in a variety of settings.

Impact on changes to patient health behaviour
No study provided systematic evaluation on the impact. Whether and how patient health
behaviours are changed is unknown.

Impact on changes to patient management
Of the 17 studies that provided some evidence, 13 studies11,14,16,34–43 reported either a strong or
modest positive effect on changes to patient management, while 4 studies10,12,13,23 found no such
effect. However, it is worth noting that 10 studies did not provide any information about changes
to patient management and descriptions of the impact on patient management, when
reported, were often incomplete. There is evidence to indicate that simple routine feedback of
PROs may not be sufficient to improve patient outcomes. Other resources may be needed such
as education, referral services and a detailed patient management plan following the PROs.32
There is also a need to develop better measures of changes to patient management, as it is
often complex and difficult to quantify.22
Overall, there is reasonable evidence supporting the hypothesis that implementing a routinely
collected PROs system brings positive changes to patient management, in settings where a
patient management plan is an integral part of the system.

Impact on patient satisfaction
Of the 16 studies which reported results related to this impact, 13 studies14,23,32,36,37,39–46 reported a
very strong to moderate positive effect on improved patient satisfaction. For the three
studies11,12,15 that did not find such a positive effect, one study11 reported a possible ceiling effect
which means that both intervention group and control group had a very high baseline patient
satisfaction level that may have impeded the demonstration of a significant difference between
the two arms during the following up period.
It is also worth noting that there may be improved experience and satisfaction for other
stakeholders such as patients’ family members, caregivers, as well as health professionals, that
were not measured or reported. Research to better understand all stakeholders’ experiences
after implementing routinely collected PROs is needed.
In general, it seems that there is strong evidence to support the notion that routinely collected
PROs, with timely feedback, significantly enhance patients’ experiences and satisfaction.

Impact on health outcomes
Of the 15 studies that reported results related to impact on health outcomes, 13
studies10,13,14,16,26,31-36,43,44 reported some positive improvement, ranging from moderate to strong,
while 2 studies12,15 failed to find any such effect. It appears that symptoms, side effects and
toxicity are most likely to be improved, followed by emotional wellbeing. There is little evidence
on improvement on both overall HRQLs as well as social wellbeing. There is also a need to
understand the impact on long-term health outcomes such as survival rate.
Most of the studies included in the review did not focus on health outcomes and some of the
positive improvements on outcomes only occurred on selective measures. It is not clear how
these positive improvements can be generalised to different settings.
In summary, there is weak but positive evidence supporting the notion that routinely collected
PROs may improve health outcomes. However, such observation needs to be confirmed by
better designed studies covering a large set of well-developed outcome measures.
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Impact on quality improvement
No study provided relevant evidence on the potential impact of routinely collected PROs on
quality improvement.

Impact on transparency, accountability and public reporting
No relevant results were provided in any of the included studies.

Impact on better system performance (monitoring, planning, financing, evaluating,
responding)
No relevant results were provided in any of the included studies.

Overall strength and direction of evidence
Combining results from both randomised controlled trials and observational studies, we
summarised the overall strength and direction of evidence (Table A). Overall, there is strong
evidence supporting the notion that routinely collected PROs, with feedback, improve doctorpatient communication and increase patient satisfaction. There is some evidence to support the
notion that they improve the monitoring of treatment responses and detection of unrecognised
problems. There is weak but positive evidence that, over time, they lead to changes in patient
management. Despite some encouraging results, there is still a great degree of uncertainty
regarding the impact of routinely collected PROs, with feedback, on patient health outcomes.
There is little or no evidence that they have led to significant positive improvements in quality
improvement, transparency, accountability, and public reporting, or in system performance at a
population health or societal level. Apart from clinical trials and clinical practice, their impact on
health services research and population health is largely unknown.
There is a variety of models on how to routinely collect PROs and how to feed back the data to
different stakeholders. We also need to bear in mind that cancer patients are vastly different
given their background, type and stage of cancer, prognosis, treatment, and position on the life
course continuum. Thus, such general observation above may not apply to each and every
different setting. For example, recent studies demonstrated a positive impact of routinely
collected PROs on symptom control through either web-based or mobile phone based
approaches. Such positive impacts were less pronounced on HRQL.
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Table 4: The overall strength and direction of evidence
Results

Strength and direction
of evidence

Patient-provider communication

+++

Monitor treatment response

++

Detect unrecognised problems

++

Changes to patient health behaviour

n/a

Changes to patient management

+

Improved patient satisfaction

+++

Improved health outcomes

+/-

Strong & effective quality improvement

n/a

Increased transparency, accountability, public reporting

n/a

Better system performance (monitoring, planning, financing; evaluating, responding)

n/a

Note: ++++: the strongest positive effect; xxxx: the strongest negative effect; n/a: not available;
0: mutual (no significant effect).

Recent studies on the validation and feasibility of adopting an
electronic PROs system in cancer settings
Many recent studies have validated and tested the feasibility of an electronic PROs system
among different types of cancer patients and in different settings.
Abernethy and colleagues (2010)47 validated the Patient Care Monitor (PCM, version 2) in the
academic setting involving 275 cancer patients (breast = 65, gastrointestinal = 113 and lung = 97).
The study found that the construct validity was well validated against well-established instruments
(FACT-G, MDASI & FACIT-F) and both previous and current studies indicated high patient
satisfaction with the system and high feasibility in implementing such a system in similar settings.
This study further established the feasibility and acceptability of PCM by both patients and health
professionals in an earlier published study in 2008.48
Through following a total of 163 cancer patients for an average of 12 month periods, Basch et al.
(2009)49 also demonstrated that the longitudinal collection of clinician CTCAE (National Cancer
Institute’s Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events) assessments better predict
unfavourable clinical events, whereas patient reports better reflect daily health status, indicating
clinical utility of such measures and arguing for the need to include both clinicians’ and patients’
reported measures in clinical trials. This result also added further evidence of the utility of such a
system from a previous study.50
Snyder et al. (2009)51 reported their study results on the work of developing a prototype website
(PatientViewpoint) to collect patient-reported outcomes in outpatient clinical oncology, and
linking the data with electronic medical records (EMR). Clinicians reported that the website could
improve clinical practice if it was not burdensome and were most interested in tracking change
over time. Patients were interested in using the website because of the potential to facilitate
communication with their clinicians. The usability testing suggested that patients had few
problems accessing and using the site.
Fellingen and colleagues (2009)52 explored the ability of cancer patients who were primarily
receiving palliative care to use a touch screen computer for assessment of symptoms and
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mobility and to investigate which factors predicted the need for assistance during the
assessment. The patients responded to 60 items on symptoms and mobility directly on the
computer and found that in a pilot study, 11 patients (55.0%) preferred computerised assessment
over paper and pencil, whereas five (25.0%) had no preference. In the main data collection, only
86 patients (23.2%) required assistance. Patients requiring assistance were significantly older, had
worse performance status, and poorer cognitive function than those not requiring assistance. The
study showed the feasibility of using touch screen computer in a palliative care setting and
suggested the assessment tools should be short and user-friendly.
Apart from the conventional HRQL, symptom and satisfaction with the care, other instruments
have been developed to measure less common concepts. Using a sample of 150 head and
neck cancer patients, Rogers et al. (2009)53 explored the utility of using a touch-screen computer
to administer a Patients Concerns Inventory (PCI) which covers a range of issues including
hearing, intimacy, fatigue, financial burden, regret, support for family, and wound healing. The
authors found that PCI helped focus the consultation onto patient needs and promoted
multidisciplinary care. From the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, in Melbourne, Pigot and
colleagues (2009)54 argued that a diagnosis of cancer can have a profound impact on the
physical, emotional, psychological, social and spiritual areas of a person's life. Supportive care
services are directed towards this full range of issues associated with cancer. Identification of
need is the first step in meeting supportive care concerns, but there is a lack of tools and
processes regularly used in clinical practice. The authors discussed the steps in the development
of a supportive needs screening tool (SNST) appropriate for use in an oncology outpatient setting.
The authors reported that the SNST has face validity and demonstrated usability in an ambulatory
care oncology stetting and patients and staff also reported high acceptability.
Screening for distress, depression and anxiety has been another important area of PROs
application and is the subject of recent research.55-73 In a recent review, Mitchell and Vhabzadeh
(2011)55 provided a succinct summary of ten key learning points from 40 years of primary-care
research on screening for distress and depression in cancer settings: (1) Primary care is an
important partner in psychosocial care; (2) Both over and under detection are problematic; (3)
Barriers to identification involve patient and clinician factors; (4) Acceptability of screening is
critical to implementation; (5) Underserved groups need special attention in screening; (6)
Patient-clinician trust is an important modifiable variable; (7) Greater contact influences
detection; (8) Clinician confidence/skills influence screening success and subsequent action; (9)
Training may improve confidence but effects upon long-term outcomes are modest; and (10)
Screening is generally ineffective without aftercare. The authors concluded that the 40 years of
primary-care research has shown largely what does not work in relation to screening, namely
relying on clinicians' unassisted judgment without infrastructure support, using over-complex
scales with low acceptability, looking for depression alone, using screening without linked
treatment, treating in the absence of follow-up and failing to engage patients in their own care.
These points need to be carefully considered before the design and administration of a
screening tool.
There are several studies that explored a web-based platform for collecting PROs in cancer
settings.1,44,51,65,74-81 For example, based on a sample of 627 adult and older adult patients from
various oncology clinics who completed an electronic symptoms survey, Tariman et al. (2011)74
tested the performance of the Acceptability E-scale. The authors reported that the revised
Acceptability E-scale has strong psychometric properties and can be useful in assessing the
acceptability and usability of computerised health-related programs in oncology and other
health populations. From the School of Public Health, China Medical University in Taiwan, Lin and
colleagues (2011)75 reported that the results from a study on a real-time clinical decision support
system (RTCDSS) with interactive diagrams enables clinicians to instantly and efficiently track
patients' clinical records (PCRs) and improves their quality of clinical care. The authors proposed
a RTCDSS to process online clinical informatics from multiple databases (including ePROs) for
clinical decision making in the treatment of prostate cancer, based on Web Model-View-
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Controller (MVC) architecture, by which the system can easily be adapted to different diseases
and applications. The authors believe that the proposed framework supports online clinical
informatics, evaluates treatment risks, offers interactive guidance, provides real-time reference
for decision making in the treatment of prostate cancer, and can be readily adapted to an
existing hospital information system.
Donaldson (2007)79 describes how practices might create continuous healing relationships using
methods that are independent of patient visits, to monitor and address problems that may occur
during cancer care. The author posits that such a system would be based on patient report, be
timely and useful, sensitive to change, and a low burden for patients, clinicians, and
administrative staff. Furthermore, it would be built into the delivery of care and be integrated with
other data systems such as patient records, decision support, and community or other resources.
Using reports for patients that are presented in a format that is easily understandable, patients
should be able to monitor their own progress. The web-based platform holds a great deal of
promise. Jones & Snyder (2007)1 produced a review on issues in the design of internet-based
systems for collecting patient-reported outcomes. The authors discussed the rationale for using
the Internet for routine PROs collection, summarised relevant literature and ongoing projects, and
raised several key design and development issues that should guide further efforts in this area.
They argued that PROs via the Internet has the potential to overcome many of the challenges
associated with efforts to routinely use PROs in the clinical encounter such as being difficult to
administer, score and interpret and lack of patient control. The authors also provided an
overview of the key websites in the USA at that time and the summary table is attached in
Appendix B.

Potential links between and moderating factors in the routine
collection of PROs with feedback, and patient outcomes
Although the evidence is limited, it appears that routine collected PROs with sufficient intensity of
feedback (multiple times over a sustained period of time), targeting multiple stakeholders
(doctors, nurses, allied health workers, as well as patients) with simple, clear, graphical and
longitudinal meaningful interpretation of the results, and providing sufficient training for both
health professionals and patients, are critical links between an intervention and the intended
outcomes. There is also evidence to suggest that for some complex issues such as depression and
low social functioning, routine screening and feedback may need to be integrated with other
strategies such as decision-making aids, education, clear management plans and clinical
pathways including referrals, to change patient outcomes. There is preliminary evidence that
some of the impacts of PROs may be more pronounced among subgroups with more severe
problems at baseline (e.g. depression, symptoms). More studies are needed to fully understand
these mediating and moderating effects.
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The reliability and validity of commonly used PROs for the
four most common cancers
The extended search strategy we adopted identified many measurement instruments in the listed
studies (see Appendix E). In some studies multiple instruments were used. To provide an
assessment of the psychometric properties for each of these instruments is beyond the scope of
the current review. A lot of studies used well-validated instruments such as EROTC QLQ-C30,
HADS for the routine collection of patient outcomes; other studies used instruments with little or no
psychometric validation (such as NCI CTCAE based web system). Fortunately, the two reviews
commissioned by the Cancer Institute NSW previously, provide a solid base for understanding the
psychometric properties of commonly used PROs in measuring psychological distress, depression
and anxiety as well as pain and symptom measures. As many more PROs have been used in
cancer settings for other purposes (such as one of the endpoints in clinical trials) and in other
settings (such as for aging patients with multiple chronic diseases), it would be more useful to
examine the best available PROs measures and their psychometric properties on cancer patients
as a whole.
Recently, the researchers from the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement (PROM) Group in
Oxford have conducted a series of structured reviews on the psychometric properties of PROs in
four leading cancer groups: colorectal cancer (2010)82, lung cancer (2010)83, prostate cancer
(2009)84 and breast cancer (2009).85 The structured review was conducted mainly based on the
University of Oxford PROs bibliography database which was searched up to December 2005
using specific keywords. This search was combined with other extensive systematic searches
reported in both published and grey literature since 2006. This database was compiled by the
Oxford PROM Group with funding from the Department of Health and the Information Centre,
and hosted by the University of Oxford. The Ovid search engine was used to explore a number of
relevant databases from January 2006 until February 2010, using a comprehensive search
strategy.
For each cancer type, a common methodology was used as:

Inclusion criteria
Sample:
• Patient with the particular cancer type (i.e. lung, breast, prostate, colorectal,
respectively)
• English-speaking populations
Study design:
• Studies where a principal PRO is being evaluated
• Studies evaluating several PROs concurrently
• Applications of PROs with sufficient reporting of methodological issues
Specific inclusion criteria for generic and disease-specific instruments:
• The instrument is patient-reported
• There is published evidence of measurement reliability, validity or responsiveness
following completion in the specified patient population
• The instrument will ideally be multi-dimensional (it is at the reviewer’s discretion to
include PROs which are specific to a health condition but have a narrow focus e.g.
a specific dimension of health, such as symptoms)
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•
•

Evidence is available from English language publications, and instrument
Evaluations conducted in populations within UK, North America, Australasia.

Exclusion criteria
•
•
•
•

Clinician-assessed instruments
Studies evaluating the performance of non-patient reported measures of functioning
or health status where a PROM is used as a comparator indicator
Studies with very small sample sizes (i.e. n≤40 or n≤50; and)
Studies using incomplete versions of instruments.

Two reviewers assessed and evaluated the methodological quality of PROs based on modified
London School of Hygiene appraisal criteria (Smith et al. 2005)86 which is listed in Appendix C.
Data were extracted on the psychometric performance and operational characteristics of each
PRO.
We summarised the four review results (Table 5). For each type of cancer, we compared the total
references reviewed, total publications included in the review, generic PROs evaluated during
the review, preference-based instrument, cancer-specific instrument, condition-specific (or sitespecific) instruments reviewed, and the reviewers’ recommendation on choosing different types
of instruments based on the review results. A detailed appraisal of psychometric properties for
each instrument is also presented (Tables 6–13).

Table 5: The review results for four most common cancers from the Oxford Group82-85
Results
Total references reviewed

Breast Cancer

Prostate Cancer

Lung Cancer

Colorectal
Cancer

674 + supplementary
searches

186

1591

1330

Total publications included

81

76

58

35

Generic PROs evaluated

SF-36; SF-8; SIP

SF-36; SF-12

SF-36

SF-36; SF-12

Preference-based
instrument

EQ-5D

EQ-5D, HUI, QWB

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

General cancer-specific
instrument

CARES-SF; EORTC
QLQ-C30; FACT-G;
FLIC

EORTC QLQ-C30;

EORTC QLQ-C30;
FACT-G

EORTC QLQ-C30

Condition or site specific
cancer instrument

EORTC BR23; FACT-B

QLQ-PR25; FACT-P;
FAPSI-8; PCTO-Q; UCLAPCI; EPIC, revised version
of UCLA-PCI; PC-QoL;
Prostate Cancer Related
Quality of Life; Patient
Oriented Prostate Utility
Scales (PORPUS)

EORTC QLQ-LC13;
FACT-L; LCSS; LCSSMESO

EORTC QLQCR38;

SF-36

SF-36

SF-36

SF-12

Preference-based

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

EQ-5D

General cancer-specific

EORTC QLQ-C30;
FACT-G

EORTC QLQ-C30

EORTC QLQ-C30

EORTC QLQ-C30

Type or cancer site specific

FACT-B

QLQ-PR25; PACTP(including the 4
domains from the FACTG); UCLA-PCI & EPIC

EORTC-LC13; FACTL

FACT-C

FACT-G

FACT-C

Recommended PROs
Generic
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Table 6: The psychometric instruments included in the review for breast cancer patients from the
Oxford review
Three generic instruments
1. Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36)
2. Medical Outcomes Study 8-Item Health Survey (SF-8)
3. Sickness Impact Profile (SIP)

One preference-based measure
1. European Quality of Life Questionnaire (EuroQol; EQ-5D)

Six cancer-specific instruments with two specific to breast cancer (EORTC BR23, FACT-B):
1. Cancer Rehabilitation Evaluation System – Short-Form (CARES-SF)
2. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (EORTC QLQ-C30)
3. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire Breast Cancer module
EORTC BR23
4. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General (FACT-G)
5. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Breast (FACT-B)
6. Functional Living Index – Cancer (FLIC)
(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)

Table 7: Appraisal of generic, cancer specific or condition specific PROs included in the Oxford breast
cancer review
PROM

Reproducibility

Internal
Validity –
consistency content

Validity – Responsive- InterpretPrecision
construct
ness
ability

Acceptability

Feasibility

Generic PROs
SF-36

0

++

+++

++

++

+++

+

++

++

SF-8

0

0

+

+

0

+++

0

+

+

SIP

0

+

+

+

+

0

0

+

0

EQ-5D

0

n/a

+

+

+

+

+/-

0

0

CARES-SF

+

+

++

++

+

0

0

+

+

Cancer specific or condition specific PROs
EORTC
C30

QLQ-

0

++

+++

+++

+

++

-

++

++

FACT-G

+

+++

+++

+++

++

++

0

++

+

FACT-B

+

+++

+++

++

+++

+

0

+++

+

FLIC

0

+

++

+

+

0

0

+

0

(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)
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Table 8: The psychometric instruments included in the review for prostate cancer patients from the
Oxford review
One generic measure
1. Medical Outcomes Study Health Survey instruments (SF-36 & SF-12)

Three preference-based measures
1. European Quality of Life Questionnaire (EuroQol EQ-5D)
2. Health Utilities Index (HUI)
3. Quality of Well Being Scale (QWB)

Two general cancer and 9 prostate cancer-specific specific PROs
1. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (EORTC QLQ-C30)
2. EORTC Prostate-specific module (QLQ-PR25)
3. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General (FACT-G)
4. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Prostate (FACT-P)
5. FACT Advanced Prostate Symptom Index (FAPSI-8)
6. Prostate Cancer Treatment Outcomes – Questionnaire (PCTO-Q)
7. University of California-Los Angeles Prostate Cancer Index (UCLA-PCI)
8. Expanded Prostate Index Composite (EPIC, revised version of UCLA-PCI)
9. Prostate Cancer – Quality of Life (PC-QoL)
10. Prostate Cancer Related Quality of Life
11. Patient Oriented Prostate Utility Scales (PORPUS)
(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)

Table 9: Appraisal of generic, cancer specific or condition specific PROs included in the Oxford
prostate cancer review
PROM

Reproducibility

Internal
consistency

Validity –
content

Validity – Responsive- InterpretPrecision
construct
ness
ability

Acceptability

Feasibility

Generic PROs
SF-36

0

++

+

++

+

0

0

0

0

EQ-5D

0

n/a

-

0

+

+

0

0

0

HUI

0

0

-

+

+

+

0

0

0

QWB

0

0

0

+

+

+

0

0

0

Cancer specific or condition specific PROs
EORTC
C30

QLQ-

+

+

+

+++

++

0

0

0

0

EORTC
PR25

QLQ-

0

+

++

+

+

0

-

0

+

FACT-G

+

++

+

+++

+++

++

0

0

0

FACT-P

0

+

++

++

+++

+

0

-

+

FAPSI-8

0

+

+

+

+

+

0

0

+

PCTO-Q

+

0

0

++

0

0

0

0

0

UCLA-PCI

+

+

++

+++

++

+

-

0

0

EPIC

+

0

++

++

++

++

-

+

0

PC-QoL

+

+

++

++

0

0

-

+

+

PCRQL

0

++

+

++

0

0

-

0

0

PORPUS

+

0

+

+

+

0

0

0

0

(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)
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Table 10: The psychometric instruments included in the review for lung cancer patients from the
Oxford review

One generic instrument
1. Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36)

One preference-based measure
1. European Quality of Life Questionnaire (EuroQol; EQ-5D)

Two general cancer-specific PROs
1. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (EORTC QLQ-C30)
2. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy - General (FACT-G)

Four lung cancer specific PROs
1. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Lung-specific Questionnaire (EORTC QLQLC13)
2. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy -Lung (FACT-L)
3. Lung Cancer Symptom Scale (LCSS)
4. Lung Cancer Symptom Scale – Mesothelioma (LCSS-Meso)
(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)

Table 11: Appraisal of PROs included in the Oxford lung cancer review
PROM

Reproducibility

Internal
consistency

Validity –
content

Floor/
ceiing/
Precision

Acceptability

Feasibility

0

0

0

0

0

0

+

+

Validity – Responsive- Interpretconstruct
ness
ability

Generic measures
SF-36

0

0

0

+

+

Preference-based measures
EQ-5D

0

n/a

0

+

0

Cancer-specific measures
EORTC C-30

0

0

FACT-G

0

0

++

+

+

0

0

+

+

++

+

0

0

0

0

0

Lung cancer-specific measures
EORTC QLQLC13

0

0

++

+++

+++

0

0

+

+++

FACT-L

0

++

++

++

++

0

0

++

++

LCSS

0

+

+

++

+

0

0

+

0

(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)

Table 12: The psychometric instruments included in the review for colorectal cancer patients from the
Oxford review
Two generic instruments
1. Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Health Survey (SF-36)
2. Medical Outcomes Study 12-Item Health Survey (SF-12)

One preference-based measure
1. European Quality of Life Questionnaire (EuroQol; EQ-5D)

One general cancer-specific PROs
1. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire (EORTC QLQ-C30)

Two lung cancer specific PROs
1. European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life Colorectal-specific Questionnaire (EORTC
QLQ-CR38)
2. Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy -Colorectal (FACT-C)
(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)
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Table 13: Appraisal of PROs included in the colorectal review
PROM

Reproducibility

Internal
consistency

Validity –
content

Validity – Responsive- InterpretPrecision
construct
ness
ability

Acceptability

Feasibility

Generic measures
SF-36

0

0

0

+

+

0

0

0

0

SF-12

0

0

0

++

+

0

0

++

0

EQ-5D

0

n/a

0

0

0

+

0

0

0

++

0

Preference-based measures
++

+

Cancer-specific measures
EORTC QLQ C30

0

0

0

++

++

EORTC CR-38

0

0

0

+

+

0

0

+

0

FACT-C

0

++

0

++

++

0

0

+

0

Colorectal cancer-specific measures

Note: 0: not reported (no evaluation completed); - evaluation evidence available indicating poor performance of instrument;
+ some limited evidence in favour; ++ good evidence in favour; +++ Excellent evidence in favour
(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)

The promises of PROMIS®
Despite a growing interest in the integration of PROs into clinical practice, efforts have been
hampered by a number of challenges. These include: (1) Floor and ceiling effects that limit
sensitivity to change; (2) Lengthy questionnaires that increase patient burden; (3) A proliferation
of measures of the same outcome limiting the ability of decision makers to compare results across
studies; (4) Some promising PROs have not been validated specifically in the clinical population
under study; and (5) A scarcity of evidence regarding the validity of PROs, despite the US Food
and Drug Administration urging that special attention be paid to this in its guideline on the use of
PROs for pharmaceutical labelling claims2. Collectively, these challenges have limited the use of
patient-reported outcomes as endpoints within clinical trials and clinical practice and have
inhibited the adoption of key trial findings by practitioners. Due to the lack of standardised
instruments that have been validated in large heterogeneous populations, clinicians and policy
makers believe that some instruments may not have decision making relevance (external
validity) in clinical practice.
“The clinical outcomes research enterprise would be enhanced greatly by
the availability of a psychometrically validated, dynamic system to measure
PROs efficiently in study participants with a wide range of chronic diseases
and demographic characteristics.”
National Institutes of Health, 2003
The Patient Reported Outcome Management Information System (PROMIS®) Network, a
component of the National Institutes of Health’s Re-engineering the Clinical Research Enterprise
program, seeks to overcome limitations in existing PRO instruments by (1) Developing and testing
large PRO item banks based on Item Response Theory (IRT) covering a wide range of concepts
and constructs such as pain, fatigue, physical functioning, emotional distress, and social role
participation that have a major impact on quality-of-life across a variety of chronic diseases; (2)
Creating a computer adaptive test (CAT) system for the assessment of PROs in clinical research;
and (3) Creating a publicly-available and updatable system for accessing and using the item
bank via the CAT system, known as Assessment Center (www.assessmentcenter.net).
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This initiative applies to a wide range of disorders including cancer, congestive heart failure,
depression, arthritis, and multiple sclerosis, as well as chronic pain conditions. PROMIS® is creating
new paradigms for how clinical research information is collected, used, and reported. The
PROMIS® initiative addresses a need in the clinical research community for a rigorously tested
PROs measurement tool that utilises recent advances in information technology, psychometrics,
and qualitative, cognitive, and health survey research.
PROMIS® has many assessment options available to measure self-reported health for clinical
research and practice. PROMIS® assessment instruments are drawn primarily from calibrated item
banks (sets of well-defined and validated items) measuring concepts such as pain, fatigue,
physical function, depression, anxiety and social function. These calibrated item banks can be
used to derive short forms (typically requiring 4–10 items per concept), or computerised adaptive
testing (CAT; typically requiring 4–7 items per concept for more precise measurement).
Assessments are available for children and adults. Most PROMIS® instruments are available
through Assessment Center (www.assessmentcenter.net). Those which are not yet available on
Assessment Center can be obtained by contacting the PROMIS® statistical centre through
help@assessmentcenter.net. The Assessment Center can be utilised for online or offline computerbased administration or instruments can be downloaded for paper administration or entry into
other data collection platforms. For registered users, all the instruments, documentation, and
necessary computer platforms are free at the writing of this report.
The instruments from PROMIS® are available in the form of item banks, short forms and profiles.
Item banks are calibrated items from which a summary score can be obtained from a subset of
items (i.e. via CAT or short form) whereas scales are calibrated items from which a summary score
should be obtained only from the complete set of items. Item pools are collections of related
items that are not intended to produce a summary score but instead are to be used as single
items. Short forms are static subsets of item banks, and profiles are fixed collections of short forms
measuring multiple concepts.
During the first phase of the initiative (2004–2009), PROMIS® formed a network of researchers that
developed questions or ‘items’ to analyse five outcomes or ‘domains’ (See Appendix D for
detailed instruments). PROMIS® is creating a psychometrically-robust CAT system, based on IRT, to
administer these items. In addition, it has developed a web-based system to give clinical
researchers access to the item banks and the CAT system. Whether administered through an
iterative CAT system that allows research flexibility, or by paper version short forms, PROMIS® has
already demonstrated improved efficiency and sensitivity in comparison with existing PROs. Longterm trials are planned to address issues of validity and sensitivity to changes in clinical
populations. The efficiency, flexibility, and sensitivity of PROMIS® has the potential to become a
widely-accepted, standardised PROs measurement tool that will allow greater comparability of
studies, with reduced burden on patients.
As the PROMIS® initiative moves to a second phase (2009–2013) of Roadmap support, it will
continue to advance the field of patient self-reporting in clinical research and practice, by:
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•

Developing new items and domains

•

Translating current and future items and domains into other languages such as Spanish
and Chinese to facilitate international studies

•

Conducting validation studies in large-scale clinical trials in a variety of clinical
populations

•

Making PROMIS® tools accessible to a wider range of clinical researchers and patientcare communities, and optimising its usability for rapid adoption
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•

Providing on-going education and outreach to familiarise users with new developments
in PROMIS®

•

Improving PROMIS® tools to allow for better outcomes in clinical trials, and, potentially,
better individual and clinical decisions

•

Engaging stakeholders at all levels, by including interactions with other health-related
federal agencies, forging new relationships with patients and patient organizations, and
establishing public-private partnerships to sustain PROMIS® once Roadmap funding ends.

Figure 4: Diagram of the PROMIS Network Structure
(Source: http://commonfund.nih.gov/promis/)
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In an ambitious move, the PROMIS® initiative aims to achieve four values which almost all
previous attempts to develop PROs have failed to address:
Comparability: the measures can be used and compared across different diseases, conditions
and different populations, and across life course
Reliability (precision) and validity: being extensively tested against existing and legacy
instruments such as SF-36 in different formats (i.e. short-form, profile, scale) under different study
populations and conditions and across the score continuum of the concept; it is extremely
helpful in understanding the responsiveness, floor and ceiling effect of the instruments
Flexibility: it can be administrated through paper-pen, touch-screen, smart phone, PDA and web.
It can also incorporate specific instrument developed or adopted by individual research. It is also
linkable to EHR and other databases
Inclusiveness: Items were written simply at elementary-school reading level and cognitive
interviews for all items were conducted. Every item was pre-tested and then field tested in
individuals with low literacy. Items have been translated into Spanish and 33 countries requested
the translation. The PROMIS II will have a focus on children’s measures.
The National Cancer Institute (NCI) provided supplementary funding to the PROMIS Network to
ensure that the network’s measures were valid for cancer patients and survivors across the
continuum of care, and that its measurement tools addressed the needs of cancer researchers.
According to Garcia, Cella and their colleagues87, the NCI provides support on the three fronts:
The NCI supplement made possible the collection of data for item calibration and norming from
more than 2,000 patients with cancer (reflecting multiple tumour sites and different stages of
treatment). In addition, expert and patient input on domains was obtained to enhance the
cancer relevance of PROMIS’® measures of pain, fatigue, emotional distress, and physical
function; the same will later be done for social function. Together, these quantitative and
qualitative approaches provide greater confidence that the PROMIS® measures have precise
and valid interpretations for patients and survivors along the continuum of cancer care
The NCI supplementary funding is supporting the development of PROs measures by assessing
additional domains that are especially relevant for cancer patients and survivors. Researchers at
NCI (Bethesda, MD), Northwestern University (Evanston, IL), and Duke University (Durham, NC) are
focusing on four important self-reported health domains for which there are no well-accepted
measures: cognitive function, the negative and positive psychosocial impacts of illness (ie, stress
response and coping; shifts in self-concept, social interactions, and spirituality), sleep/wake
function, and sexual function
The NCI is providing support to identify and address barriers to the adoption of PROMIS®
measures in oncology clinical trials. Their supplement to augment the utility of PROMIS® measures
in oncology by: identifying minimally important differences (MIDs) in scores on PROMIS measures
used in cancer populations; gathering clinician feedback on formats for reports of patients’
scores on PROMIS® measures; working collaboratively with NCI-funded cooperative groups to
select optimal PRO measures for use in clinical trials that include HRQL components. An MID on a
PROs measure represents the smallest score difference (either improvement or deterioration) that
patients perceive as important and which would lead clinicians to consider a change in care. By
representing the smallest clinically significant score changes, MIDs increase the utility of PROs
scores for clinicians and clinical researchers (i.e. facilitating interpretation of patients’ responses
to treatment and other changes over time). Likewise, incorporating clinician input in designing
graphical reports of patients’ PROs scores helps to ensure the interpretability of assessment results,
which researchers have emphasised is fundamental in symptom monitoring and management
trials.
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Together, these efforts are expected to improve substantially the ability of oncology researchers
to assess PRO end points that are important to patients and clinicians with greater efficiency and
precision.
As of early 2011, there were over 2,600 investigators in 45 countries registered for PROMIS®
software. Over 9000 study participants were assessed in 2010 using PROMIS® software, with over
22,000 study participants assessed since creation of the software. PROMIS® has been used in
successful NIH grant applications, producing over 100 journal articles, including cancer-related
publications. PROMIS® researchers have also made over 100 presentations on the topic
worldwide in the last two years. Selected publications by the PROMIS® network since 200788-148
are listed in Appendix G.
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4 Stage Three (Question Three)
The likely impact of implementing a PROs system in NSW
The field of developing, choosing and implementing PROs systems is advancing rapidly. Based
on a growing body of evidence, the routine collection of PROs, especially in cancer patients is
likely to have positive impacts, as we found in Stage One. There are several trends worth noting
when considering implementation of such systems.
Building a ‘rapid learning health care system’ as those urged by Olsen et al. (2007)149 (See the key
points below)
Learning health system characteristics
Culture: participatory, team-based, transparent, improving
Design and processes: patient-anchored and tested
Patients and public: fully and actively engaged
Decisions: informed, facilitated, shared, and coordinated
Care: starting with the best practice, every time
Outcomes and costs: transparent and constantly assessed
Knowledge: ongoing, seamless product of services and research
Digital technology: the engine for continuous improvement
Health information: a reliable, secure, and reusable resource
The Data utility: data stewarded and used for the common good
Trust fabric: strong, protected, and actively nurtured
Leadership: multi-focal, networked, and dynamic
Figure 5: Adapted from The Learning Healthcare System (Olsen et al. 2007)

Renewed commitment to building patient-centred care (‘nothing about me without me’)
Building a digital and information infrastructure in health care including electronic medical
records
Increased recognition of the state-of-art measurement science (i.e. Item Reponses Theory and
CAT technology) within the health sector.
Properly planned, a well-implemented PRO system will conform and be integral to these
convergent trends, and will make a significant contribution towards the building of a ‘rapid
learning health system’. The literature has already shown that a well-planned PROs system could
greatly improve patient-provider communication and patient satisfaction. It may also contribute
to the effective monitoring of treatment responses, detection of unrecognised problems,
creating patient-centred care management plans and eventually lead to better health
outcomes. Despite a lack of empirical evidence, such real-time and life trajectory data, if
properly linked with other population databases, could be harnessed to develop new drugs or
therapies, improve quality of care, and contribute to population health and health services
research.
The literature reflects that patients in general understand the technology, are willing to use it, feel
it will help them with their communication with doctors and improve their well-being.
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Even more encouraging, many electronic PROMs systems could be implemented for palliative
cancer patients. Most nurses and allied health professionals are very positive about such systems.
Despite the acknowledged usefulness and importance of the information, physicians may still
require assistance to fully integrate the information into their decision-making and clinical
practice processes.
We envisage that many clinical, public health and health services researchers will embrace and
endorse PROs if the data collected are of high research quality. There will be new research
questions formed given the unique nature of the linked data and unprecedented opportunities
afforded. As the US FDA has advocated the PROs guideline on evaluating PROs-based labelling
claims for oncology drugs, many clinical trialists and their industry partners may have a keen
interest in every aspect of an adopted PROs system. In contrast to the extensive and prescriptive
views on PRO claims by the FDA, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has conducted
authorisations without an explicitly defined approach for evaluating HRQL data. However, any
change in their position will also have an impact on the responses of clinical researchers and
trialists on the implemented PROs system.150
The rationale and practices of data linkage have been well accepted within the NSW health
sector. We do not envisage any significant negative responses from the decision-makers within
the sector.

A composite PROs tool/system that might be suitable for
implementation in NSW, and factors to take into
consideration when selecting and implementing the
tool/system
There is a proliferation of tools/systems and PROs (well over 2000). It is important to know that any
recommendation of a suitable tool/system will depend on the precise purpose of the PROs. For
example, a PROs tool/system suitable for screening will be different from one best suited for
diagnosis. It is difficult to recommend one PROs system without knowing the vision, aims and
intended use. Similarly, the scope and content of a composite PROs system will also depend on
its purpose. For example, should it cover both HRQL and symptoms? Or is an HRQL only instrument
sufficient? Other parameters to consider in choosing a PROs system include cost, infrastructure
support and other resources. This kind of complexity has been well-documented by Basch et al.
(2007)50 during the development of the web-based CTCAE system (see Table 14 below).
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Table 14: Questions and considerations when developing an electronic PRO questionnaire platform

(Reproduced from Evaluation of an Online Platform for Cancer Patient Self-reporting of Chemotherapy Toxicities. Basch E, Artz D, Iasonos
A, Speakman J, Shannon K, Lin K et al. Am Med Inform Assoc. 2007; 14(3):264–268. doi: 10.1197/jamia.M2177. Copyright © 2007,
American Medical Informatics Association, with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd.)

However, based on our review of the literature, we would recommend that the PROs system
should:
1.

Be based on an electronic platform but be amendable to paper-pen format (see Table
15 below for an example of potential advantages of e-form)

2.

Be based on the state-of-the-art measurement science (i.e. IRT and CAT)

3.

Be comprehensive in terms of domains, concepts, and constructs

4.

Ensure comparability

5.

Have established reliability (precision) and validity

6.

Ensure flexibility

7.

Ensure inclusiveness

8.

Be low cost or free.

Table 15: Comparison of web-based vs. traditional methods of completing tasks necessary for
collecting patient-reported outcomes
PROs
collection
task

Internet-based approach

Paper-based approach

Instrument
selection

Web-based program helps physician identify domains of
interest and guides physician through instrument selection
based on selected criteria

Physician conducts ad-hoc search for
available instrument

Administration

Asynchronous -patient can complete the instrument in the
physician’s office, at home, or via any Internet-connected
appliance (mobile phone, handheld, etc); the physician and/or
staff need not be present

Physician and/or staff administer during
an office visit

Scoring

Automatically, immediately after patient completes the form;
no data entry required

Normalizing

Comparison scores immediately available for population and
subgroup comparisons

Done by physician and/or staff
according to an algorithm; data must
be entered by hand into database
Physician and/or staff must locate data
and make manual comparisons

Analysis

Physician can conduct practice-level and patient-level analysis
using built-in reporting tools

Physician and/or staff must do analyses
manually or enter data separately into
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PROs
collection
task

Internet-based approach

Paper-based approach
an analysis program

Follow-up
Access

Reminders and decision support can be built into the Internetbased application Data accessible anytime by any treating
physician

No real-time decision support Data
only available when paper-based record
available

Tracking

Reports can be generated automatically according to criteria
selected by the patient or physician

Any historical comparisons must be
assembled from paper-based results, if
available

Adopted from Jones et al. 20071
(With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media: Quality of Life Research, Vol 16 No 8,2007, Page 1409. Issues in the design
of Internet-based systems for collecting patient-reported outcomes. Jones JB, Snyder CF, Wu AW. Table 1.)

The only PROs system that fully met our criteria is the PROMIS®. We recommend that the Cancer
Institute NSW further explore the suitability of adopting the PROMIS® platform. Two added
advantages of PROMIS are that it is developing comparable instruments for children, and that it
can also be used in population health research.
One of the limitations of the PROMIS is that some of cancer-specific instruments are still under
development. If necessary, we recommend the integration of some of the instruments
recommended in the two reviews commissioned previously by the Cancer Institute NSW and the
four reviews by the Oxford group as discussed in this report.
Factors that may need to be considered when implementing a PROs system include:
1.

Ensuring data security and developing an effective data sharing and dissemination
strategy

2.

Sufficient training for patients and health professionals

3.

Ensuring the intensity of feedback and fidelity of the intervention (right time, right
amount, right people, right content)

4.

Developing and summarising the best ways to help clinicians to interpret PROs results and
apply them in clinical care

5.

Combing research, screening and routine QI, and linking different databases

6.

Paying attention to the continuum of care among cancer patients and including
suitable tools for cancer patients under palliative care

7.

Enabling linkages between the ePROs system and electronic medical records

8.

Making necessary system changes and redesigning the model of care if required

9.

Integrating the ePROs system with other information sources, such as education, referral,
and allied health

10. Encouraging an action research approach to continuously monitor and improve the
implementation and outcomes of the PROs system.

Future questions and areas to address in a scoping review
of existing systems that may flow from this work
There are some areas that may need further clarification and investigation. Some of these
questions are:
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1.

What is the Cancer Institute NSW’s vision in establishing a routinely collected PROs? What
is the exact purpose of the planned routine collection of PROs? What is the long-term
business model?

2.

How does the ePROs system contribute to national digital infrastructure and e-Health, the
rapid learning system and patient-centred care?

3.

What system changes should be made in order to make this exercise useful and
valuable?

4.

How can the confidentiality of the data system be guaranteed, when linked with other
data sources?

5.

What other components, apart from HRQL or symptom, should be included in the ePROs
system (e.g. patient satisfaction, patient needs, and patient concerns)(see Figure 5
below for other possible components)?

6.

What are the best ways to present information to different stakeholders?

7.

How should the system best be designed to respond to new oncologic drug
developments and to conducting comparative effectiveness research?

8.

Can the response shift be measured and interpreted in a clinically meaningful way?

9.

If combining curative and palliative care: what types of PROs should be applied, for
whom and for what purpose?

10. Can a palliative care outreach service (both for inpatients and outpatients) be
integrated into the current ePROs system?

Figure 6: Hypothetical relationships among different kinds of patient-reported measures
Circles denote latent constructs (i.e. multiple indicators define the construct) and boxes represent observed indicators (i.e.
151
construct is manifest or measured directly). * Patient-reported Measures (adopted from Fung et al. (2008)
(With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media: Quality of Life Research, Vol 17, Issue 10, 2008, Page 1298. Prospects and
challenges in using patient-reported outcomes in clinical practice. Fung CH.)
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5 Summary
There is growing evidence supporting the routine collection of ePROs to enable better and
patient-centred care, especially in cancer settings. The Cancer Institute NSW is uniquely
positioned to leverage on the rapid advancement of different ePROs models over the last
decade, on the progress in applying IRT and CAT in developing ePROs systems, and on the
acceptance of such technology by patients and health professionals. More importantly, realtime and routinely collected PROs will enable the development of a rapid learning health system
which will have great potential to advance our knowledge of drug development, best models of
cancer patient care, and a much more patient-centred health care system.
In 1963, the geneticist J. B. S. Haldane152 (p.464) described four stages of acceptance for new ideas
or methods: (1) This is worthless nonsense; (2) This is an interesting, but perverse point of view; (3)
This is true, but quite unimportant; (4) I always said so. There is every reason to believe that, with
wise implementation by the Cancer Institute NSW, the use of ePROs in cancer settings can reach
Haldane’s stage 4.
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Appendix A: Full text search strategies used in
Scopus
Strategy A.
A more extensive search covering a larger literature: 6095 hits
(TITLE-ABS-KEY (patient reported outcome) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (self-reported) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY (selfassessed)OR TITLE(routine))
AND (TITLE-ABS-KEY(quality of life) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(symptom) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(functional status)
OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(health status) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(patient satisfaction) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(unmet
need*))
AND (KEY(neoplasm) OR KEY(cancer))
AND PUBYEAR > 1999 : (This more specific search strategy had 489 hits.)

Strategy B.
A more restricted search with some search terms being
restricted to titles: 489 hits
(TITLE(patient reported outcome) OR TITLE(self-reported) OR TITLE(self-assessed)OR TITLE(routine) )
AND (TITLE-ABS-KEY(quality of life) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(symptom) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(functional status)
OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(health status) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(patient satisfaction) OR TITLE-ABS-KEY(unmet
need*))
AND (KEY(neoplasm) OR KEY(cancer))
AND PUBYEAR > 1999 :
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(With kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media: Issues in the design of Internet-based systems for collecting patient-reported outcomes. Quality of Life Research. Vol 16, 2007, No. 8, Pages 4–6. Jones JB,
Snyder CF, Albert WW. Figure 2.)

The web-based PROs as reviewed by Jones et al. (2007)1

The psychometric property appraisal criteria used in the Oxford Group Reviews

Appendix C: The psychometric property appraisal criteria used in the Oxford
Group Reviews
Appraisal component

Definition/test

Criteria for acceptability

Reliability
Test-retest reliability

The stability of a measuring instrument over time; assessed by
administering the instrument to respondents on two different
occasions and examining the correlation between test and re-test
scores

Test re-test reliability correlations for summary
scores 0.70 for group comparisons

Internal consistency

The extent to which items comprising a scale measure the same
construct (e.g. homogeneity of items in a scale); assessed by
Cronbach’s alpha’s and item-total correlations

Cronbach’s alphas for summary scores 0.70 for group
comparisons Item-total correlations 0.20

Content validity

The extent to which the content of a scale is representative of the
conceptual domain it is intended to cover; assessed qualitatively
during the questionnaire development phase through pre-testing
with patients. Expert opinion and literature review

Qualitative evidence from pre-testing with patients,
expert opinion and literature review that items in the
scale represent the construct being measured
Patients involved in the development stage and item
generation

Construct validity

Evidence that the scale is correlated with other measures of the
same or similar constructs in the hypothesised direction; assessed
on the basis of correlations between the measure and other similar
measures

High correlations between the scale and relevant
constructs preferably based on a priori hypothesis
with predicted strength of correlation

The ability of the scale to differentiate knowngroups; assessed by comparing scores for subgroups who are expected to differ on the construct
being measured (e.g. a clinical group and control
group)

Statistically significant differences between known groups and/or a
difference of expected magnitude

Responsiveness

The ability of a scale to detect significant change over time;
assessed by comparing scores before and after an intervention of
known efficacy (on the basis of various methods including t-tests,
effect sizes (ES), standardised response means (SRM) or

Validity
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Statistically significant changes on scores from pre to
post-treatment and/or difference of expected
magnitude
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Appraisal component

Definition/test

Criteria for acceptability

responsiveness statistics
Floor/ceiling effects

The ability of an instrument to measure accurately across full
spectrum of a construct

Floor/ceiling effects for summary scores <15%

Acceptability

Acceptability of an instrument reflects respondents’ willingness to
complete it and impacts on quality of data

Low levels of incomplete data or non-response

Feasibility/burden

The time, energy, financial resources, personnel or other resources
required of respondents or those administering the instrument

Reasonable time and resources to collect, process
and analyse the data

Practical properties

(Used with permission of the Patient Reported Outcome Measurement Group, Department of Public Health, University of Oxford.)

The available instruments from PROMIS

Appendix D: The available instruments from
PROMIS
Adult – # items

Domain

Bank/
Scale

Short Forms

Pediatric – # items

Bank/
Scale

Short
Form

Emotional Distress – Anger

29

8

6

Emotional Distress – Anxiety

29

4, 6, 7, 8

15

8

Emotional Distress – Depression

28

4, 6, 8a, 8b

14

8

Applied Cognition – Abilities

33

4, 6, 8

Applied Cognition – General Concerns

34

4, 6, 8

Psychosocial Illness Impact – Positive

39

4, 8

Psychosocial Illness Impact – Negative

32

4, 8

Fatigue

95

4, 6,7, 8

23

10

Pain – Behaviour

39

7

Pain – Interference

41

4, 6a, 6b, 8

13

8

Pain Intensity

3

Physical Function

124

Mobility

23

8

Upper Extremity

29

8

Peer Relationships

15

8

Asthma Impact

17

8

4, 6, 8, 10, 20

Physical Function for Samples with Mobility Aid Users

114

12

Sleep Disturbance

27

4, 6, 8a, 8b

Sleep-Related impairment

16

8

Sexual Function: Global Satisfaction with Sex Life

7

Sexual Function: Interest in Sexual Activity

4

Sexual Function: Lubrication

8

Sexual Function: Vaginal Discomfort

10

Sexual Function: Erectile Function

8

Sexual Function: Orgasm (uncalibrated item pool)

3

Sexual Function: Therapeutic Aids (uncalibrated item pool)

9

Sexual Function; Sexual Activities (uncalibrated item pool)

12

Sexual Function: Anal Discomfort (uncalibrated item pool)

5

Sexual Function: Interfering Factors (uncalibrated item pool)

10

Sexual Function Screener Questions (uncalibrated item pool)

3

Satisfaction with Participation in Discretionary Social Activities (v1.0)

12

7

Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles (v1.0)

14

4, 6, 7, 8

Satisfaction with Social Roles and Activities (v2.0)

44

4, 6, 8

Ability to Participate in Social Roles and Activities

35

4, 6, 8

Companionship

6

4, 6

Informational Support

10

4, 6, 8

Emotional Support

16

4, 6, 8

Instrumental Support

11

4, 6, 8

Social isolation

14

4, 6, 8

Global Health

10

(Reproduced with permission of the PROMIS Health Organization and the National Institutes of Health. See www.nihpromis.org for further
information.)
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PROMIS profile instruments available on Assessment Care
Domain

PROMIS-29

PROMIS-43

PROMIS-57

# Items

Emotional Distress - Anxiety

4

6

8

Emotional Distress – Despression

4

6

8

Fatigue

4

6

8

Pain – Interference

4

6

8

Pain – Intensity

1

1

1

Physical Function

4

6

8

Sleep Disturbance

4

6

8

Satisfaction with Social Participation (Social Roles v1.0)

4

6

8

(Reproduced with permission of the PROMIS Health Organization and the National Institutes of Health. See www.nihpromis.org for further
information).
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Appendix E: The characteristics of design and study quality
Reference

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

Trowbridge
et al.
16
(1997)

USA (Indiana
Community
Cancer Centre,
Indianapolis)

RCT:
Intervention/
Control

320 cancer
outpatients, 13
oncologists and
23 clinics

Pain Management Index
(ref); pain medication
level (0–3) minus pain
level.
Patient assessment of
pain, pain regiments
and relief received.
Patterns of analgesic
prescription

Estimates of
average and worst
pain over the
previous 7 days,
satisfaction with
current pain
regimens and
degree of relief
received

One

Doctors only
(12)

No

No

**

***

√√

Tazenzer et
11
al. (2000)

Canada (Tom
Baker Cancer
Centre ,
Calgary,
Alberta)

Before-after trial:
usual care group
/Intervention
group with before
as control

53 lung cancer
patients attending
an outpatient
lung cancer clinic

EORTIC QLQ-C30 11item Patient Satisfaction
Questionnaire (PDIS)
(adapted through Falvo
and Smith, 1983).
Exit Interview (patient’s
perception if QL issues
had been addressed
during the visit).
Medical Record Audit
on patients’ care plan

EORTC QLQ-C30 (on
a PC)

Once

Doctors and
nurses

No

Ground
round
introduction
and
training

*

***

√√

McLachlan
et al.
15
(2001)

Australia
(Peter
MacCallum
Cancer
Institute,
Melbourne)

RCT: Intervention
/control (ratio:
2:1)

450 cancer
patients attending
ambulatory clinics

Patient HRQL (EORTC
QLQ-C30) 32-item
Patient needs (Cancer
Needs Questionnaire
Short Form [CNQ].
Patient distress (Beck
Depression Inventory
[BDI].
Patient satisfaction (in
6-month).
Services provided for
those identified as
required by

EORTC QLQ-C30,
CNQ, BDI (through
a touch-screen PC)

One

Doctor and
coordination nurse
(numbers
not
reporter)

Individualised
plan
developed by
coordination
nurse in
accordance
with generic
psycho-social
guidelines

No

**

***

√√
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Reference

The Sax Institute

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

coordination nurse
Detmar et
14
al. (2002)

Netherland
(Netherlands
Cancer
Institute,
Amsterdam)

RCT: (Cross-over
design)
Intervention/
control

214 palliative
cancer patients in
a outpatient clinic
of a cancer
hospital

Patient-doctor
communication.
Doctor’s awareness of
patient HRQL Patient
management.
Patients’/doctors’
satisfaction.
Patient HRQL (SF-36).
Patients’/doctors’
evaluation of
intervention

EORTC QLQ-30

Three

Doctors
(n=10)

No

Doctors
given
30-mins
training
and
patient
mailed a
leaflet

***

****

√√√

Mooney et
46
al. (2002)

USA (University
of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah)

A pilot
Prospective study
over a month
period with daily
measures

27 patients
receiving cancer
chemotherapy at
a cancer centre
outpatient clinic

Telephone-Linked Care
system for
Chemotherapy [TLCChemo Alert].
Seven symptoms
(nausea and vomiting,
fatigue, trouble
sleeping, sore mouth,
fever, feeling blue,
feeling anxious). Exit
interview

TLC-Chemo Alert

Patients
asked to
report daily
during the
cycle and
the alerts
were sent
to
providers

Doctors
(n=2)

Yes

Patients
trained
(10
minutes
TLC
orientation)

**

**

√

Velikova et
10
al. (2004)

UK (Cancer
Research UK
Clinical Centre
– Leeds)

RCT: Intervention
/controlattention/control
in a ratio of 2:1:1

286 cancer
outpatients
attending a large
cancer centre of a
teaching hospital

Patient HRQL (FACT-G).
Discussion of HRQL
issues in consultation.
Medical actions
(decisions on cancer
treatment,
symptomatic/
supportive treatment,
investigations and
referrals).
Non-medical actions
(advice on lifestyle,
coping and
reassurance).

EORTC QOQ-C30
Hospital Anxiety
and Depression
Scale [HADS]

Regular
clinic visit
over an
average of
6 months

Doctor
(n=28)

No

One to
one
training
and
manual
provided

***

****

√√√
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Reference

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

Physician checklist
assessing the clinical
usefulness of PROM
data
Basch
et al.
44
(2005)

USA (Memorial
Sloan-Kettering
Cancer, New
York)

Prospective pilot
study of patient
online selfreporting of
toxicity symptoms

80 patients
diagnosed with a
gynaecologic
malignancy
starting a new
chemotherapy
regimen

Pattern of use of a selfreported online
Symptom Track and
Reporting [STAR]
system.
Patient impression of
such system based on
an exit questionnaire
survey.
Clinician feedback
(through survey and
team debriefing)

Symptom Track and
Reporting [STAR]
based on NCI
CATCAE system

Any clinic
visits during
8-week
study
period
(mean=3,
range 1–6),
also
possible log
in at home
during the
period

Boyes
et al.
13
(2006)

Australia
(Centre for
Health
Research &
Psychooncology,
University of
Newcastle)

Pilot controlled
trial: Intervention
/control

80 cancer
outpatients
attending one
cancer centre

Patient symptoms.
Patient anxiety/
depression[HADS].
Patient needs
(Supportive Care Needs
Survey [SCNS].
Acceptability of
intervention to patient
and doctors

Symptoms, HADS
SCNS

Hoeskstra et
31
al. (2006)

Netherlands
(Academic
Medical
Centre,
University of
Amsterdam)

RCT: Intervention
group with
symptom
monitoring /
control

146 palliative
cancer patients
recruited through
two hospitals and
local GPs

10 symptoms from the
Symptom Monitor.
Severity of the reported
symptom (0–10 score)

Symptom Monitor
Extensive
Questionnaire

Korniblith et

USA (Dona-

RCT: Telephone

192 cancer

EORTC-QLQ-30 HADS

EORTC-QLQ-30

65

ǂ

Doctors and
study team
(n =unreported)

Yes

Training
provided to
patients
but unreporte
d to
staff

**

**

√

1 consultation:100
% patients;
nd
2 : 83%;
rd
3 : 71%;
th
4 : 60%

Doctors
(n=4)

List of
patients
needs
accompanied
by
suggestions
for
appropriate
referral

None

**

***

√√

Weekly
selfassessed
Symptom
Monitor at
home;
Extensive
questionnaire every
2-months

GPs (98
times) and
medical
specialists
(96 times)

No

No

**

***

√√

Once a

Ontological

Yes

Yes

***

****

√√√
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Reference

al. (2006)

32

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Farber Cancer
Institute,
Boston)

Monitoring (TM)
versus
TM+Education
Material (EM)

patients with
advanced disease
and receiving
active treatment

Basch
et al.
45
(2007)

USA (Memorial
Sloan-Kettering
Cancer, New
York)

Prospective pilot
study of a patient
online selfreporting of
toxicity symptoms

107 patients
diagnosed with
thoracic
gynaecologic
malignancy
starting a new
chemotherapy
regimen

Rosenbloom
et al.
12
(2007)

USA (Center on
Outcomes,
Research and
Education,
Evanston
Northwestern
Healthcare

RCT: Structured
interview and
discussion /
assessment
control / standard
care

213 patients with
advanced breast,
lung or colorectal
cancer

The characteristics of design and study quality

Outcome measures

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

HADS
MOS-SS
GDS (short form)
QARSQ-PH
UMPSI
GSRE
Patient Satisfaction
with the Research
Program BOMC test

month over
6 months

nurses

Feasibility/Pattern of
use of a self-reported
online Symptom Track
and Reporting [STAR]
system.
Patient satisfaction
survey (an exit
questionnaire survey).
Nursing survey (through
an exit survey)

Symptom Track and
Reporting [STAR]
based on NCI
CATAE system

Any clinic
visits during
42-wk
study
period
(mean=12,
range 1–
40), also
possible log
in at home
during the
period

Nurses and
study team
(n=unreported)

No

Training
provided to
patients
but unreporte
d to
staff

**

**

√

Patient HRQL
(Functioning Living
Index – Cancer [FLIC]).
Patient affect (Brief
Profile of Mood States
[Brief POMS]).
Patient satisfaction
[PSQ-III].
Clinical treatment
changes as reported by
nurse (supportive care
changes, referrals,
‘other’ clinical changes
and changes in standard
dose of chemotherapy
as a result of PROs)

FACT-G and a single
item asking patients
whether a
particular symptom
or problem was
better than, worse
than, or as
expected

Clinic visits
at baseline,
and 1, 2, 3
and 6
months

Treating
nurses
(n=not
reported)

No

No

***

****

√√√
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Reference

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

Weaver et
43
al. (2007)

UK (Oxford
Radcliffe
Hospitals NHS
Trust

A pilot study of
novel mobile
phone technology

6 colon cancer
patients

Questionnaire on
symptoms derived from
the Common
Terminology Criteria for
Adverse Events (CTCAE)
grading system

Questionnaire
derived from the
Common
Terminology
Criteria for Adverse
Events (CTCAE)
grading system

Twice daily
during the
chemotherapy
circle (one
morning,
one
evening)

Nurses
(n= not
reported)

Yes

Yes

**

**

√

Butt
et al.
42
(2008)

USA (Center on
Outcomes,
Research and
Education
(CORE),
Evanton
Northwestern
Healthcare)

Prospective study
to explore the
longitudinal
screening and
management of
fatigue, pain, and
emotional
distress

99 cancer patients
with solid tumor
of lymphoma
undergoing
cancer
undergoing
cancer treatment

FACT-G FACT-Fatigue
subscale Brief Pain
Inventory [BPI] HADS.
Structured interview
with patients on HRQL
and symptom
management

FACT-G FACTFatigue subscale
Brief Pain Inventory
[BPI] HADS

Baseline, 1
month and
2 months
after the
baseline

Doctors and
nurses

？

？

**

**

√

Given
et al.
33
(2008)

USA (Michigan
State
University)

RCT: NurseAdministrated
Symptom
Management
(NASM) vs
Automated
Telephone
Symptom
Management
(ATSM)
intervention

129 breast cancer
patients

Outcomes measured at
10–16 wks: 15
symptoms (0–10 scale).
Responses & Nonresponses of symptoms.
Time to response

15 symptoms (0–10
scale)
Severity of the
symptoms

6 contacts
or selfreporting
(1-4 wk,
6wk, 8wk)

Nurses or
ATSM
system

Yes

Yes

**

****

√√√

Hilarius
et al.
37
(2008)

Netherland
(Hospital
Pharmacy, Red
Cross Hospital,
Beverwijk)

A sequential
cohort design
with repeated
measures to
evaluate the use
of HRQL
assessments in
daily clinical
oncology nursing
practice

10 nurses and 219
patients cancer
patients with
either adjuvant or
palliative
chemotherapy in
a community
hospital

Dartmouth Primary Care
Cooperative
Information Functional
Health Assessment
(COOP charts).
Patient Management
extracted from medical
record.
Patient satisfaction (an
exit survey based on

EORTC QLQ-C30
EORTC QLQ-BR23
EORTC QLQ-CR38
EORTC QLQ-LC13

Four
consecutive
visits after
baseline for
both pre
(control
arm) and
post (intervention
arm) with a

Patients and
nurses
before
consultations

No

Yes

***

***

√√
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Reference

The Sax Institute

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

PROS used

PSQ, Form II).
Patients’ self-reported
HRQL (SF-36, FACT-BCS,
FACT-C, FACT-L). Nurse
and patient evaluation
of the intervention (an
exit survey)

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

two-month
‘wash-out’
period

Mark
et al.
41
(2008)

USA (Thomson
Healthcare,
Washington
DC)

A cross-sectional
survey of the of
both patients’ and
health
professionals’
experience; A
before-after
patient chart
review

100 cancer
patients and 92
health
professionals on
the experience of
The Patient
Assessment, Care
and Education
[PACE] System,
including PCM
instrument and an
education
component

Questionnaire survey of
102 providers.
The patients satisfaction
survey (n=100) including
8-item on PCM 200
patient chart reviews
(100 charts before and
100 charts after the
PACE system)

PCM An education
component (not
reported in this
study)

Each visit to
clinic

Clinicians
(n=unreported)

No

?

**

***

√√

Kearney et
34
al. (2009)

UK
(Cancer Care
Research
Centre,
University of
Stirling, Stirling)

RCT: Control
group versus
intervention
group (mobile
phone-based
remote
monitoring of
symptoms) over
five time points

56 patients with
lung, breast or
colorectal cancer
for each group
(total 112
patients)

Paper version of
electronic, mobile
phone-based Advanced
Symptom Management
©
Systems [ASyMS ]
based on Common
Terminology Criteria
Adverse Events [CTCAE]
grading system and the
Chemotherapy
Symptom Assessment
Scale

Mobile phone©
based [ASyMS ]
including
chemotherapyrelated morbidity of
six common
symptoms (nausea,
vomiting, fatigue,
mucositis, handfoot syndrome and
diarrhoea)

Five times
including
baseline
and each of
four
chemotherapy
cycles over
a period of
14 days

Doctors only
(n=unreported)

Yes

Yes

**

****

√√

Carlson et
26
al. (2010)

Canada (Tom
Baker Cancer
Centre,
University of
Calgary,

RCT: minimum
screening
(distress)/full
screening/Triage :
full screening +

585 breast cancer
patients + 549
lung cancer
patients

Patient distress at 3month follow-up.
Depression and anxiety
at 3-month follow-up

Minimum
screening: Distress
thermometer [DT].
Full screening: DT +
Psychological scan

Baseline

Screening
team
member
(n=unreported)

Yes

Yes

****

****

√√√
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Reference

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

Alberta)

referring to
appropriate
services

Dinkel
et al.
40
(2010)

German
(Department of
Psychotherapy
and
Psychosomatic
Medicine,
Technische
University
Munchen)

Paired
comparison: a
computerised and
a paper version of
Stress Index Radio
Oncology (SIRO)
tool Prospective
survey

177 cancer
patients in study
1,273 cancer
patients in study 2
(n=142 for
computerised
version and n=131
for paper version
of SIRO) 27
Patients,
nurses/radiograp
hs and 15
physicians
evaluated the
screening
procedure

Agreement between
computer and paper
version of SIRO Patient
satisfaction.
Time need for both
modes.
Perceived utility.
Perceived impact on
communication.
Perceived impact on
patient outcome

SIRO

Any visit

Doctors and
nurses
(n=unreported)

No

No

***

**

√√

Halkett
et al.
39
(2010)

Australian (WA
Centre for
Cancer and
Palliative Care,
Curtin
Univesity)

Pilot study of
using computer
touch-screen
technology to
asses
psychological
distress in
patients

60 patients with
various
gynaecological
cancers

Patient satisfaction with
both touch-screen and
paper questionnaire.
Perceived utility of both
modes by patients and
health professionals

EORTC QLQ-C30
HADS The
Supportive Care
Needs Scale The
Distress
Thermometer
Follow
questionnaire
survey on perceived
utility of both
modes

Once

Nurses and
doctors

Yes

Yes

*

**

√

Ruland
et al.
35
(2011)

Norway (Centre
for Shared
Decision
Making and
Nursing
Research, Oslo
University

RCT: a computerassisted,
interactive
tailored
assessment (ITPA)
with feedback vs
ITPA only in

145 patients
treated for
leukaemia or
lymphoma

Number of patient
symptoms and
problems addressed.
Changes in symptom
distress.
Changes in patients’
need for symptom

Choice ITPA(19
symptoms (0–4
scale on
bothersome) and a
severity scale of
0–10)

Every
inpatient
admission
with up to
four followup visits

Doctors and
nurses
(n=unreported)

No (as seen
appropriate)

Yes

***

****

√√√
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Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Hospital, Oslo)

oncology practice

Velikova et
23
al. (2010)

UK (Cancer
Research UK
Clinical Centre,
Leeds)

RCT:
Intervention/
control-attention/
control in a ratio
of 2:1:1

286 cancer
patients
commencing
treatment at the
Medical Oncology
Clinic at St James
Hospital

Medical Care
Questionnaire [MCQ]:
15-item three subscales:
Communication,
Coordination, Patient
preferences Satisfaction
with care. Patients’ and
physicians’ evaluation of
the intervention K-index
(Continuity of care:
K=[number of visits –
number of
doctors)/(number of
visits -1])

EORTC QOQ-C30
Hospital Anxiety
and Depression
Scale [HADS]

Regular
clinic visit
over an
average of
6 months

Doctor
(n=28)

No

One to
one
training
and
manual
provided

Bainbridge
et al.
38
(2011)

Canada
(Juravinski
Cancer Centre,
McMaster
University,
Hamilton,
Ontario)

Survey on the
utility of

128 nurses,
physicians, and
allied health
professionals

Perceptions of use and
utility of the Edmonton
Symptom Assessment
System [ESAS] adopted
by Ontario’s cancer
centres since 2007

ESAS

Every clinic
visit

Doctors and
nurses

Yes

Berry
et al.
25
(2011)

USA (DanFaber Cancer
Institute,
Boston)

RCT:
Intervention/
Control

660 cancer
patients with
various cancer
diagnoses and
stages at two
institutions of a
comprehensive

Audio-recorded content
of all communication
between clinicians,
patients and
accompanying friends or
family members at each
T2 visit (4–6 wks after

Patient reported
symptoms and
quality-of-life
[SQLIs] from the
Electronic SelfReport AssessmentCancer [ESRA-C]

Every clinic
visit during
the study
period

Doctors
(n=76
principle
physicians
and other)
or incorporated into

No

Reference

Sample /
Population

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Outcome measures

PROS used

management support
over time.
SF-36, Center for
Epidemiological Studies
Depression Scale [CESD].
Medical Outcome Study
Social Support Scale
[MOS – SS]

The characteristics of design and study quality

***

****

√√√

Yes

*

*

√

Yes

***

****

√√√
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Reference

Country /
Jurisdiction

Design

Sample /
Population

Outcome measures

cancer centre

the treatment). Clinic
visit duration.
Physician exit
questionnaire survey

PROS used

InterMembers
vention/
of medical
Number of
team given
times
feedback
feedback

Management plan
offered to
team

Do- DoGloTraining
main main bal
to staff
1
2
Rating

charts
(n=unreported)

Cleeland et
36
al. (2011)

USA (MD
Anderson
Cancer Center,
The University
of Texas)

RCT: e-mail alert
of symptom to
patients’ clinical
team versus no
e-mail alert

79 lung cancer
patients receiving
thoracotomy

Four targeted
symptoms: pain,
distress, disturbed
sleep, and shortness of
breath, constipation (no
fatigue as no effective
response).
MDASI at follow-up
clinic visit.
An exit questionnaire
survey

Automated
telephone calls (IVR
system): MD
Anderson Symptom
Inventory (13
common cancer
related symptoms)

Twice
weekly, up
to 4 wks
after
discharge

Nurses
(n=unreported)

Yes

Training
to
patients
provided

**

****

√√

Takeuchi et
22
al. (2011)

UK (St James’
Institute of
Oncology,
Leeds)

Longitudinal
study of data as
part of Velikova
et al (2004, 2010)
RCT

286 cancer
patients
commencing
treatment at the
Medical Oncology
Clinic at St James
Hospital

Audio-recorded content
of Patient-physician
communication.
Longitudinal impact of
PRO intervention.
Dynamics of
communication.
Association between
severity of symptoms/
functions and clinic
discussion

EORTC QOQ-C30
Hospital Anxiety
and Depression
Scale [HADS]

Four consecutive
visits from
baseline

Doctor
(n=28)

No

One to
one
training
and
manual
provided

***

****

√√√

§ Four stars indicate a randomised trial or experimental study; three stars indicate a controlled trial, pre–post trial with control (controlled before–after trial), time series, or observational cohort with
multivariable adjustment; two stars indicate a pre–post trial without control, observational cohort study without multivariable adjustment, cross-sectional study without multivariable adjustment,
analysis of time trends without control, or well-designed qualitative study; and one star indicates a case series, other qualitative study, or survey (descriptive) study.
Φ Three checks indicate great weight in the stratum’s body of evidence; two checks indicate moderate weight; and one check indicates little weight.
ǂ MOS-SS: Medical Outcomes Study Social Support Survey; GDS: Geriatric Depression Scale (short form); QARSQ-PH: Physical Health subscale of the Older American Resources and Services Questionnaire
(OARSQ); UMPSI: Utilisation of Mental Health and Psychosocial Services Instrument; GSRE: Geriatric Schedule of Recent Experience Instrument.
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Appendix F: The impact and effect sizes of the studies on patients, care
providers and organisations
Studies

Doctor-patient
communication

Monitor
treatment
response

Trowbridge et al.
16
(1997)

Detect
unrecognised
problems

Changes to
patient
health
behaviour

Changes to
patient
management

++

++

+++

++

+

McLachlan et al.
15
(2001)

–
(no time differences
in consultation
between two arms)

–
(only 37% patients
receiving
anticancer therapy
at baseline)

Detmar et al.
14
(2002)

+++
(10 out of 12 HRoL
measures, especially
on social functioning
and fatigue)

++

Mooney et al.
46
(2002)

+++

Velikova et al.
10
(2004)

+++

Tazenzer et al.
11
(2000)

++

+
(increased patient
counselling)
+
( 25% with family
members and
primary care
physicians)

++
++
(64% encounters
involving referring
to HRoL by
physicians)

Improved patient
satisfaction

Improved
health
outcomes
+
(but no change in
PMI)

–

Feasibility of the
implementation

Moderating and
subgroup effect

+++

+++

–

–

+++

+
(on high BDI score
subgroup)

+
(emotional support)
++
(information sharing
& communication)

+
(SF-36)

+++

+
(before-after
improvement by
intervention group)

+++
–
(possible due to
simple coding
between two arms)
+
(contributed to
patient management in 11% of
encounters
intervention arm)

The impact and effect sizes of the studies on patients, care providers and organisations

++
++
++
+
(overall quality of (response rate 70%)
(more discussion of
HRoL subgroup had
life and emotional
better outcome within
functioning)
intervention group)

The impact and effect sizes of the studies on patients, care providers and organisations

Doctor-patient
communication

Monitor
treatment
response

Detect
unrecognised
problems

Basch et al.
44
(2005)

+++

+

++

Boyes et al.
13
(2006)

+
(50% oncologists in
intervention group
talked with patients)

Studies

Hoekstra et al.
31
(2006)

+/–
(Only 18% patients
used it enhancing
communication)

Korniblith et al.
32
(2006)

+++
(both arms)

Basch et al.
45
(2007)

Improved patient
satisfaction

Improved
health
outcomes

+++

+

++
(65% patient log in
before any verbal
encouragement)

++
(fewer
deliberating
symptoms)
–
(anxiety and
depression)

+

-

++
(lower
prevalence in 9
out of 10
symptoms;
deteriorated less
in 8 out of 10
symptoms)

+

The beneficial effects
were pronounced in
the deteriorated group

++
(better in TM+EM
arm – reduction
of psychological
distress)

++

-

++
(more from
TM+EM arm)

++
(both arms)

+

++

–
(Possible Ceiling
effect)

Weaver et al.
43
(2007)

+
(nurse-patient
communication)

+

++

+

73

Changes to
patient
management

-

Rosenbloom et
12
al. (2007)

Butt et al.
42
(2008)

Changes to
patient
health
behaviour

Feasibility of the
implementation

Moderating and
subgroup effect

++
(can be improved
through reminder)

–

–

–

++

+

+

+

+

++

+

+

++

No effect even among
the most highly
distressed patients

++
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Studies

Doctor-patient
communication

Given et al.
33
(2008)

Monitor
treatment
response

Detect
unrecognised
problems

+

+

Changes to
patient
health
behaviour

Changes to
patient
management

Improved patient
satisfaction

Improved
health
outcomes
++
(ATSM more
likely to
generated
responses in
symptom
management and
required less
time to do so)

Feasibility of the
implementation

Moderating and
subgroup effect

++

+
(Compared with
patients receiving
combination
chemotherapy
protocols, those
patients treated with
single agent had
greater response and
shorter time to
response)

Hilarius et al.
37
(2008)

++

+

++

+

++

++

Mark et al.
41
(2008)

++

+

+

+

++

++

Kearney et al.
34
(2009)

++

+

++

++

Carlson et al.
26
(2010)

++
(Fatigue)

+++

+++
(distress)
++
(decreased
depression and
anxiety related to
referral to
services)

+++

Dinkel et al.
40
(2010)

+

+

+

++

Halkett et al.
39
(2010)

+
(around 25% of
doctors)

+
(10% patients
reported changed
outcomes)

+
(patients is generally
happy with both
methods)
–
(Health professionals
found some issues)

+/–
(some issues
identified but
nothing
fundamental and
patients were
generally happy)

Ruland et al.

++

++

The impact and effect sizes of the studies on patients, care providers and organisations

++

++

The impact and effect sizes of the studies on patients, care providers and organisations

Studies
(2010)

Doctor-patient
communication

Monitor
treatment
response

Detect
unrecognised
problems

Changes to
patient
health
behaviour

Changes to
patient
management

Improved patient
satisfaction

(no difference in
coordination of
care & ‘preferences
to see usual doctor’
subscale)

++
(86% in intervention
vs 29% in the
attention-control
group)

Improved
health
outcomes

Feasibility of the
implementation

Moderating and
subgroup effect

35

Velikova et al.
23
(2010)

++

Bainbridge et al.
38
(2011)

+

Berry et al.
25
(2011)

+

++

+

++
(25% physician
explicitly referred to
SQLI summary)

Cleeland et al.
36
(2011)

++

Takeuchi et al.
22
(2011)

++
(on symptom but not
function)

+

+

+

+

++

++

+
89% of nurses and
55% of physicians
referred to the ESAS in
clinics ‘always’ or ‘
most of the time’

++

++
(the treatment effect
on communication is
evident on over
threshold group on
cognitive function,
impact on sex and
social function)

++
++

Note: +++ very strong effect; ++ strong effect; + some effect; +/- uncertain effect; –No effect; blank :untested or reported; * impact on quality improvement, increased transparency, accountability, public
reporting, better population and system performance (monitoring, planning, financing, evaluating, etc).
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